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AGENDA
FOR THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO
January 26, 2021

Virtual Regular Meeting at 7:00 PM
(Meeting will not be held at the at the Buena Vista Community Center)
To participate in Public Comment and/or Public Hearings you must connect to the video conference.
Conferencing Access Information: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88075048459 Password: 971317
Listen via phone at 1-301-715-8592
Meeting ID: 880 7504 8459 Password: 971317
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MAY TAKE ACTION ON ANY OF THE FOLLOWING AGENDA
ITEMS AS PRESENTED OR MODIFIED PRIOR TO OR DURING THE MEETING, AND
ITEMS NECESSARY TO EFFECTUATE THE AGENDA ITEMS
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV. PROCLAMATION
YOUTH APPRECIATION WEEK – FEBRUARY 1 – FEBRUARY 5, 2021
V.

AGENDA ADOPTION
The Board approves the agenda at the start of the meeting including modifications.

VI. CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of matters that are routine in nature that require review and/or approval, i.e. minutes and reports.
(Professional Service Agreements (PSA) that exceed $25,000.00 require the Consent Agenda to be
approved by a Roll Call vote)
A. Minutes
1. Board of Trustees Regular Meeting – January 12, 2021
2. Beautification Advisory Board – November 5, 2020
3. Airport Advisory Board – November 17, 2020
B. Town Clerk Report
C. Adoption of Resolution No. 07, Series 2021 entitled “A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO, REAPPOINTING DENNIS HEAP.
TAYLOR ALBRECHT, JERRY STEINAUER, DANIEL COURTRIGHT, AND MARK MULLER
ROBER AS REGULAR MEMBERS OF THE AIRPORT ADVISORY BOARD, AND WAYNE LEE AS
AN ALTERNATE MEMBER.”
D. Adoption of Resolution No. 08, Series 2021 entitled “A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO, REAPPOINTING JERRY
STEINAUER, REED DILS, ROY GERTSON, HARLEY HAMILTON, AND APPOINTING TONY
LAGRECA AS REGULAR VOTING MEMBERS OF THE WATER ADVISORY BOARD.”
VII.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Citizen participation where the public can sign up prior to the start of the meeting in order to speak during
public comment. Three minutes for matters not on the agenda or for agenda items not scheduled for Public
Hearing. Enter your name, address, and subject to be discussed in the Zoom Chat box, or when Mayor
Lacy asks for Public Comment, click the raise hand button in the webinar control panel, or by phone press
*9, and the meeting host will prompt you to unmute when it is your turn to speak. Or you may email the
information to bvclerk@buenavistaco.gov. Neither Town Board nor Town staff should be expected to
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respond to matters raised in the Public Comment segment of Board meetings. Nevertheless, Board
members will always retain the right to ask questions of the speaker and to respond then or at a later time
to remarks made by any citizen.
VIII.

BUSINESS ITEMS
A. Update from the Farm Development
Antley Fowler will provide the Trustees with an update on activities at The Farm Subdivision.
(Estimated time –15 minutes)
B. Update on Potential Issues and Comment Period for the Surface Transportation Board Draft
Environmental Impact Statement related to the Tennessee Pass Rail Line
The Board will consider joining Chaffee County in submitting comment on the draft Environmental
Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Uinta Basin Railway. (Estimated time – 15 minutes)
C. Parkdale Bridge
The Board will consider a request for a Letter of Support for South Main to acquire the Parkdale Bridge
that could span from the South Main Square east across the Arkansas River.
(Estimated time – 10 minutes)
D.

Fire Authority Memorandum of Understanding
The Trustees will consider adopting a Fire Authority Memorandum of Understanding between
Chaffee County Fire Protection District and the Town. (Estimated time – 15 minutes)

E.

Adoption of Architectural Design Guidelines
Should the Board of Trustees approve adoption of Resolution 09, Series 2021 entitled
“A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA,
COLORADO, ADOPTING THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN GUIDELINES
FOR HISTORIC EAST MAIN STREET?” (Estimated time - 15 minutes)

F. Ordinance Amending Chapter 19 of the Buena Vista Municipal Code
Should the Board of Trustees approve adoption of Ordinance No. 02, Series, 2021 entitled
“AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS OF THE BUENA VISTA MUNICIPAL CODE
CONCERNING HISTORIC PRESERVATION?”
The Board will consider adopting an ordinance updating terminology and definitions to ensure
consistency between the Historic Preservation Code and the Architectural Design Guidelines.
(Estimated time – 5 minutes)
G. Cost Recovery for Town Public Improvements for the Alley in Block 21
The Board will review the proposed project and method of calculation for collection of funds
needed for the alley. (Estimated time – 10 minutes)
H. Fading West Home, LLC Public Improvement Agreement
Should the Board of Trustees approve adoption of Resolution 10, Series 2021 entitled
“A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA,
COLORADO APPROVING A PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT WITH FADING WEST
HOMES, LLC FOR THE PROPERTY KNOW AS LOT C-13, COLORADO CENTER PUD AMENDED
FINAL PLAT, FILING 1, AMENDMENT 1, BUENA VISTA, COLORADO.”?
The Board will consider approving a Public Improvement Agreement with Fading West Homes, LLC for
the property located at 1950 McCormick Place. (Estimated time – 5 minutes)
I.

2020 4th Quarter Financial Report
The Board will receive information on the 2020 4th Quarter Financial Report from Treasurer Stoke.
(Estimated time – 10 minutes)
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IX.

X.

STAFF REPORTS
1. Town Administrator
2. Town Treasurer
3. Principal Planner
TRUSTEE/STAFF INTERACTION
The Board discusses items with staff and staff can bring up matters not on the agenda.

XI. ADJOURNMENT
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PROCLAMATION
YOUTH APPRECIATION WEEK
WHEREAS, the vast majority of the youth are concerned, knowledgeable, and
responsible citizens; and
WHEREAS, the accomplishments and achievements of these young citizens
deserve recognition and praise of their elders; and
WHEREAS, Optimist International has since 1956 developed and promoted a
program entitled YOUTH APPRECIATION WEEK; and
WHEREAS, the citizens of the Town of Buena Vista, Colorado, have indicated a
desire to join with the Optimists, i.e., The BUENA VISTA OPTIMIST CLUB, in
expressing appreciation and approval of the contributions of youth.
NOW, THEREFORE, I, Duff Lacy, Mayor of the Town of Buena Vista, do hereby
proclaim the week of February 1st thru February 5th, 2021 as

YOUTH APPRECIATION WEEK
in the Town of Buena Vista. By this action, let it be known that we have faith in the
ability of today’s youth as they assume responsible roles in the future of humankind.
Given under my hand and the seal of the Town of Buena Vista on this 26th day of
January, 2021.

__________________________
Duff Lacy, Mayor
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MINUTES OF THE BUENA VISTA BOARD OF TRUSTEES
REGULAR MEETING
TUESDAY, JANUARY 12, 2021
MINUTES OF THE MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ARE A TRANSCRIPT OF THE
GOVERNING BODY'S ACTIONS RATHER THAN A VERBATIM RECORD OF DELIBERATIONS.
Work Session – Central Colorado Regional Airport
In attendance for the Work Session were Mayor Duff Lacy, Trustees Amy Eckstein, Libby Fay,
Norm Nyberg, Devin Rowe, Cindie Swisher, and David Volpe. Also present were Town
Administrator Phillip Puckett, Airport Manager Jack Wyles, Airport Operations Specialist
Chandra Swanson, Airport Advisory Board Chairman Dennis Heap, Treasurer Michelle Stoke,
Special Projects Manager Joel Benson, and Town Clerk Paula Barnett.
Town Administrator Phillip Puckett welcomed the Board and Staff to the first meeting of 2021
and shared Airport Manager Jack Wyles and Operations Specialist Chandra Swanson will
provide the Trustees with an update on the 2020 activities and revenues at the Central
Colorado Regional Airport.
Wyles provided the Board with an overview of the airport, including an introduction of Staff,
the Airport Advisory Board, and Airport Engineering Consultants Jared Bass and John Cessar
with Dibble Engineering (via PowerPoint). Wyles reviewed activities by quarter, including snow
removal, impacts of COVID, increase in small aircraft activity, a plane crash, runway rehab,
decreased Military, Agusta, and Boeing helicopter testing, and HAATs operations and annual
Bar B-Q. Wyles reviewed the FAA Guide to Low Flying Aircraft, FAA Compliance Order 5190.6b,
and a 2019 and 2020 Airport Operations statistics comparison.
Swanson reviewed 2019 and 2020 revenue comparisons and the impacts COVID has had on
funds received from testing teams, fuel sales, effects due to the decrease of large aircraft using
the facilities, increased small plane usage, and changes to marketing strategies.
Dennis Heap, Airport Advisory Board Chairman, complimented Swanson and Wyles on their
excellent work and dedication to the Central Colorado Regional Airport and is looking forward
to the drone park improvements and expansion.
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A virtual/public regular meeting of the Board of Trustees was called to order by Mayor Duff
Lacy, at 7:00 pm, Tuesday, January 12, 2021, having been previously noticed in accordance
with the Colorado Open Meetings Law.
ROLL CALL

Attendee Name
Duff Lacy
Amy Eckstein
Libby Fay
Norm Nyberg
Devin Rowe
Cindie Swisher
David Volpe

Town Staff Present:
Town Administrator Phillip Puckett
Special Projects Manager Joel Benson
Public Works Director Shawn Williams
Police Chief Dean Morgan
Airport Manager Jack Wyles

Title
Mayor
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee
Trustee

Status
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Town Attorney Jeff Parker
Town Treasurer Michelle Stoke
Principal Planner Mark Doering
Recreation Director Earl Richmond
Town Clerk Paula Barnett

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
Mayor Lacy led the pledge of allegiance.
SWEARING IN OF BUENA VISTA FIREFIGHTER NICHOLAS DeLOREY
Town Clerk Paula Barnett swore in Buena Vista Firefighter Nicholas DeLorey.
AGENDA ADOPTION
MOTION NO. 1:
MOVE TO APPROVE THE AGENDA.
RESULTS
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

CARRIED
Trustee Swisher
Trustee Fay
Eckstein, Fay, Nyberg, Rowe, Swisher, Volpe

CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of matters that are routine in nature that require review and/or approval, i.e. minutes
and reports. (Professional Service Agreements (PSA) that exceed $25,000.00 require the Consent
Agenda to be approved by a Roll Call vote.)
A. Minutes
1. Board of Trustees Regular Meeting – December 8, 2020
2. Planning & Zoning Commission – September 16, 2020
3. Planning & Zoning Commission – October 21, 2020
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA
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B.
C.
D.
E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

4. Recreation Advisory Board – November 4, 2020
Police Chief Report
Code Enforcement Report
Fire Chief Report
Adoption of Resolution No. 01, Series 2021 entitled “A RESOLUTION OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO,
DESIGNATING THE PLACE FOR THE POSTING OF NOTICES CONCERNING THE
MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES, THE PLANNING AND ZONING
COMMISSION, AND THE TOWN ADVISORY BOARDS.”
Adoption of Resolution No. 02, Series 2021 entitled “A RESOLUTION OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO
REAFFIRMING THOSE PERSONS WHO ARE AUTHORIZED TO SIGN ON TOWN
BANK ACCOUNTS.”
Adoption of Resolution No. 03, Series 2021 entitled “A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD
OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO, REAPPOINTING
BONNIE DAVIS AS A REGULAR VOTING MEMBER, REAPPOINTING DOROTHY
DISTEL AS AN ALTERNATE MEMBER, AND APPOINTING COLLEEN DEFFNER AS AN
ALTERNATE MEMBER TO THE BEAUTIFICATION ADVISORY BOARD.”
Adoption of Resolution No. 04, Series 2021 entitled “A RESOLUTION OF THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO, AMENDING
THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA 2021 FEE SCHEDULE CLARIFYING THE FEES FOR
MEDICAL AND RETAIL MARIJUANA STORES.”
Adoption of Ordinance No. 01, Series 2021, entitled “AN ORDINANCE OF THE TOWN
OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO, AMENDING AND RESTATING ORDINANCE NO. 16,
SERIES 2020 TO RENUMBER SECTIONS AND SECTION REFERENCES IN ORDINANCE
NO. 16, SERIES 2020.”

MOTION NO. 2:
MOVE TO APPROVE THE CONSENT AGENDA.
RESULTS
ROLL CALL
CARRIED
MOVER:
Trustee Nyberg
SECONDER:
Trustee Swisher
AYES:
Eckstein, Fay, Nyberg, Rowe, Swisher, Volpe
PUBLIC COMMENT
No Public Comment was received.
BUSINESS ITEMS
Chaffee Recreation Plan
Recreation Director Earl Richmond reviewed with the Board that he serves on the Chaffee
Recreation Council comprised of 21 entities participating in developing the Chaffee Recreation
Plan, which encompasses all outdoor recreation. The Chaffee Recreation Plan focuses on
developing and maintaining healthy forests, waters, wildlife, working lands, sustainable
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economic benefits, and exceptional multi-user experiences. Richmond reviewed the goals and
strategies are to complete and implement the Chaffee Recreation Plan in the early summer of
2021.
Kim Marquis, Envision Chaffee County Outreach and Program Coordinator, presented an
overview of the Chaffee Recreation Plan that encompasses outdoor recreation, which includes
mountain biking, camping, fishing, hiking, hunting, four-wheeling, snowmobiling, rafting, and
kayaking. Marquis reviewed the Chaffee Recreation Report Card that combines information
from the Chaffee Recreation Survey and Chaffee Agriculture and Recreation Survey.
Richmond stated he would be providing the Board with updates on the Chaffee Recreation
Plan's progress and, if needed, requests for financial support.
Bus Stop BV, LLC Public Improvement Agreement
Should the Board of Trustees approve adoption of Resolution 05, Series 2021, entitled
“A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO,
APPROVING A PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT WITH BUS STOP BV, LLC FOR THE
PROPERTY LOCATED AT 505 E. MAIN STREET, BUENA VISTA, COLORADO.”?
Principal Planner Mark Doering reviewed with the Board the Public Improvement Agreement
(PIA) for Bus Stop BV, LLC (aka South County Social Site Plan, referred to as La Vista) located at
505 E. Main Street. The PIA allows for installing improvements such as sidewalks, curb, gutter,
and the alley at the southeast corner of Main Street and Court Street that are needed to
support the new mixed-use building.
Doering stated if the project not move forward, the Town would have the ability to collect the
necessary funds to complete the installation of those public improvements. The agreement
requires a letter of credit guaranteeing the funds can be collected and covers the expense of
improvements identified by the applicant’s engineer’s cost estimate and verified by the Town’s
engineer.
MOTION NO. 3:
MOVE TO ADOPT RESOLUTION 05, SERIES 2021 APPROVING THE PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT
AGREEMENT WITH BUS STOP BV, LLC FOR THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 505 E. MAIN STREET,
BUENA VISTA, COLORADO.
RESULTS
ROLL CALL
CARRIED
MOVER:
Trustee Volpe
SECONDER:
Trustee Fay
AYES:
Eckstein, Fay, Nyberg, Rowe, Volpe
Trustee Swisher was not available for the vote
Chaffee County Housing Authority
Puckett reviewed with the Trustees that according to the Chaffee Housing Authority IGA, the
Board of Directors is comprised of nine members: three appointed by the County, two
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appointed by Salida, two appointed by Buena Vista, and two at-large appointments. Seven
members have been appointed by the County, Salida and Buena Vista, and the three
jurisdictions need to appoint the two at-large seats. To avoid back and forth communications
between the elected officials, the County Commissioners and Administrators have reviewed
the applications and have recommended their top two candidate recommendations. Puckett
stated the Commissioners and Administrators recommend the Trustees appoint Patrick Post to
a two-year term and Monica Haskell to a one-year term as At-Large members to the Chaffee
Housing Authority.
MOTION NO. 4:
MOVE TO APPROVE THE APPOINTMENT OF PATRICK POST AND MONICA HASKELL AS ATLARGE MEMBERS TO THE CHAFFEE HOUSING AUTHORITY WITH POST SERVING A TWO-YEAR
TERM AND HASKELL SERVING A ONE-YEAR TERM.
RESULTS
ROLL CALL
CARRIED
MOVER:
Trustee Fay
SECONDER:
Trustee Nyberg
AYES:
Eckstein, Fay, Nyberg, Rowe, Volpe
Trustee Swisher was not available for the vote
Water Plant Expansion Plan
Should the Board of Trustees approve adoption of Resolution 06, Series 2021, entitled
“A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA TO REVIEW
AND APPROVE A REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATION (RFQ) FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA
WATER TREATMENT PLANT DESIGN AND CAPACITY EXPANSION PROJECT.”?
Public Works Director Shawn Williams reviewed Staff is seeking Statements of Qualifications
(SOQ) from qualified engineering firms for the funding procurement, permitting, design, and
construction administration of the 2021 Water Infrastructure Capital Improvements Project at
the Water Treatment Plant and Gorrel Meadow Infiltration Gallery. Williams stated Staff
intends to select the consultant for the project utilizing a two-step process: Staff will review
the SOQs, and up to three firms will be asked to submit a formal, more detailed project
proposal including engineering fees.
Trustee Fay stated she would like to include exploring fluoridation of the water in the Request
for Qualification.
Williams and Puckett stated evaluating fluoridating the water and improving security at the
water treatment plant, and the gallery would be included in the detailed project proposal.
MOTION NO. 5:
MOVE TO APPROVE RESOLUTION NO. 06 APPROVING A REQUEST FOR QUALIFICATION (RFQ)
FOR THE WATER TREATMENT PLANT DESIGN AND CAPACITY EXPANSION PROJECT.
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RESULTS
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

ROLL CALL

CARRIED
Trustee Nyberg
Trustee Rowe
Eckstein, Fay, Nyberg, Rowe, Swisher, Volpe

STAFF REPORTS
1. Town Administrator – Highlights of the report in the packet were reviewed, and
Puckett responded to Trustee comments and questions.
Puckett reviewed with the Board that the Texaco building's property owner is actively pursuing
a demolition permit. The State requires current asbestos mitigation documentation (previous
documentation has expired) before issuing the permit. Staff is expecting no delays with
meeting the March 31, 2021 deadline for demolishing the building.
Trustee Eckstein stated she feels since the Texaco Corner is a highly visible and important
corner of Town, she would like a professional designer or college grad student involved in the
area's design/development. The Board gave no direction to pursue design services beyond the
Beautification Advisory Board for this project.
2. Recreation Director – Highlights of the report in the packet were reviewed, and
Richmond responded to Trustee comments and questions.
3. Public Works Director – Highlights of the report in the packet were reviewed,
and Williams responded to Trustee comments and questions.
4. Airport Manager – Highlights of the report in the packet were reviewed, and
Wyles responded to Trustee comments and questions.
TRUSTEE/STAFF INTERACTION
Trustees and Staff reported on or commented about recent and upcoming events, activities, and
topics.
The Board discussed scheduling a time for a Trustee Advance. Puckett shared he and Mayor Lacy
have been in contact with Christy Doon, Department of Local Affairs (DOLA) South Central
Colorado Regional Manager, and that she is available to participate in the Advance. The Board
agreed to meet on Saturday, February 20th, from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm at the Community Center.
MOTION NO. 6:
THERE BEING NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THE BOARD, THAT THE MEETING BE
ADJOURNED AT 8:57 PM.
RESULTS
CARRIED
MOVER:
Trustee Volpe
SECONDER:
Trustee Nyberg
AYES:
Eckstein, Fay, Nyberg, Rowe, Swisher, Volpe
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Respectfully submitted:
____________________________________
Duff Lacy, Mayor
___________________________________
Paula Barnett, Town Clerk
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Minutes
Town of Buena Vista Beautification Advisory Board
Thursday, November 5, 2020
Community Center - Aspen Room

The meeting was called to order at 5:07pm.
Present: Members - Joy Duprey (chairperson), Bonnie Bailey-Davis, Sue Benes, Dorothy
Distel, Diane Look, Nancy Taylor, Jan Wheeler-Kitzman; Town Representative Paula
Barnett; Guest-Colleen Deffner.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

● Approved minutes from the October, 2020 meeting.

OLD BUSINESS
Funds
● Beautification funding from Town: $14,740 (on hold)
o $ 3,750 – Annual flowers for 50 planters
o -$3,559.12 cost of inserts and xeric garden plantings
o $ 4,800 – Black Metal Benches - $1,400 ½ cost of 3 benches paid to Six Line
o $ 6,190 - Sculpture; this would be a partial cost to be shared with
Beautification. Estimated cost is $7,500; balance to be paid by Beautification
- $1,300
o $75 Curb Appeal award stickers
o - $3,750 - ½ cost of sculpture
● Total Beautification Fundraised Funds: $4,522.14
● Balance after above - $3,212.14
● Town Hall has been selling a lot of ornaments recently!
Benches
● 3 benches are ready for East Main
○ Ready to be sprayed by Custom Lining.
● One of our benches on East Main has peeled. Custom Lining will fix.
● Kirk Scheidt, substitute Metals teacher at BVHS, called Joy and said that they have a
partial bench finished...that just needs legs. Done soon.
○ Diane will take a look at it and get an estimate on cost. She’ll also verify the
timeframe - if before Christmas, then it would be on this year’s budget.

APPROVED - Town Beautification Meeting Minutes
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Splash Park Planters
● Automatic sprinklers are flooding the planters. The water has since been turned off.
Paula will remember to tell Sean to fix the system when they turn it on again in the
spring..
Sculpture at Traffic Triangle on Highway 24Sculpture
● The sculpture for the traffic triangle near the Eddyline Brew Pub is being made by
SixLine! Sean reports that all the approvals are in from CDOT as well.
Winter Planters
● We have a demo cashmere tree to try out in the planters. Joy put one out in the
snowstorm, and it fared well!
● Joy has also placed the demo in a planter, and it fits well and covers the entire rim of
the planter - with a bin underneath it.
● We discussed having businesses “adopt-a-tree” - and decorate for the holidays.
○ We’ll purchase lights and put them on the for “adopters”
○ We estimate that the lights could cost about $200
○ Nancy will look into ordering lights to be available to decorators.
○ We will insert the trees, fluff them, and attach the lights on Saturday, 11/14
from 10 to 12. Meet near Town Hall and
Scarecrow Contest
●
●
●
●

The contest was a success!
We chose the winners - both seekers and display creators.
All gift certificates/awards will be from Stedman’s.
For next year - Nancy has created a list of things for us to remember...to make the
hide & seek work even better.
● Winners;
○ Seeker Winners:
■ 1 Montana Martinez
■ 2 Hux Bartlett
■ 3 Miguel
■ 4 Mikel Cortese
■ 5 Jake Fahrney
■ 6 Dominic Cortese
■ 7 Rio Martinez
■ 8 Heath Eger
■ 9 Frankie Willis
■ 10 Lila Fahrney
○ Displays
■ Overall: Scary Skiers
■ Residential: The Glad Family
■ Business: The Grover Family
APPROVED - Town Beautification Meeting Minutes
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Mountain Vibrance Sculpture/Charles St. Median
● This discussion was tabled until a future meeting..
Charles St. Median Landscaping
● This discussion was tabled until a future meeting.

NEW BUSINESS
Town Tree Decorating
● We chose Thursday, December 3rd as the day to work with Town to put up the tree.
● Improvements noted from next year:
○ Branches need to be fluffed before they go on
○ Put star on top BEFORE the branches
● We talked about typing up things to remember, and put it with the tree in storage
● Paula will let Town know the date.
Town Updates from Paula Barnett
● Big news: The Town is leasing the Shell station at the stoplight from Jed Selby for 3
years. The building will be removed.
● The Town is asking Beautification to come up with an idea to beautify that lot. But it
needs to be temporary because in 3 years it could be sold.
Adjournment
● We won’t have a meeting in December. Instead, we’ll decorate the planter trees and
the Town holiday tree.
● Meeting was adjourned at 6:40pm.

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Projects to keep track of:
● Friendship Garden
● Ornament Fundraiser
● Wayfinding signs
● Benches
● Cemetery clean up
● Large wreaths gifted from Chamber
● Light post globes (Sangre de Cristo has completed an inventory of light posts
● Solar lights on bridge
● Directional signs in K’s park
APPROVED - Town Beautification Meeting Minutes
November 5, 2020
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___________________________________
Minutes approved at the January meeting of the Town Beautification Board. Respectfully
submitted by Diane Look, Board member.

Diane Look
1/14/2021
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Minutes of the Regular Meeting
of the Airport Board
November 17, 2020
I.

Call to Order / Attendance
A regular meeting of the Airport Board was called to order at 8:31 AM, Tuesday, October 20,
2020 by Chair Dennis Heap. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the meeting was held in person
at the Airport conference room and remotely using Zoom Meeting. Additional Board
Members attending were Taylor Albrecht, Mal Sillars, Jerry Steinauer, Dan Courtright, Mark
Godonis, Mark Muller and Wayne Lee. Airport Manager Jack Wyles also attended.
Board members not present were Bob Dimmitt and Town Trustee Liaison Dave Volpe.

II.

Pledge of Allegiance
Heap led in the Pledge of Allegiance.

III.

Public Comment
There was no public comment.

IV.

Approval of Minutes – October 20, 2020
Muller moved and Steinauer seconded a motion to approve the minutes of the October 20,
2020 meeting. Unanimously approved.

V.

Reports
A. Operations
Wyles reviewed the holiday staffing schedule. Mal proclamation for resignation. Runway
rehab final invoicing being completed. Signed fuel contract, effective March 1, 2021.
Uptick on smaller aircraft. Almost 3 tanks of 100LL fuel this year, which is a first. Invoices
are going out. Boeing now Jan 21, 2021. Apache’s here, 3,200 gals. New motor being
ordered for gate. Met with CDOT CIP planning last week. Will be updated for due by
20th. The roadmap will be sent out. CDOT only funding program projects like AWOS,
crack seal, DIA surplus but nothing else. So fence move and other things won’t be
funded by then.
B. Financial
The financial statement is a little behind for the date showing.

VI.

Old Business
A. FAA CARES Act
It’s in Delphi but Jack will register to get it. Should take a month to get it.
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B. Agusta 2019 Payment
Still making efforts to get it. If we don’t get any action then the Town may initiate legal
action.
C. Air Mobility Command – 155,000 lbs
Courtright says statement is gone. Unsuitable for C-130 operations. Still could do oneoff ops with approval from Jack.
D. Drone Corridor Air Space Issues
Lee and Heap had telecon on 10/27 with Bob Gravy, FAA NWMR. Advised to contact
others in the drone testing program. On 12/9, 9:00am we will present to the Salida Airport
Board via Zoom Meeting.
E. Mal Sillars Advisory Board Resignation
Mal provided a review of his service especially with AWOS and such. Re-hab the
terminal building, pilot lounge, kitchenette in board room, testing suite, all of that was
redone. Land has been an issue. Got the Carpenter Hangars, some Grindell land. Good
board, good management. Heap provided a view of Mayor Lacy’s proclamation.

VII. New Business
A. CIP/AIP Forecast
As mentioned above, this will be updated and distributed to the Board
.
B. 2021 Budget
May want some Board help to support asking for monies for the fuel tank cleaning and
such.
C. Expiring Board Terms
Heap went over the expiring terms. He will reach out to those expiring to check their
desire to continue but there will also look for other community members to join.

VIII. Other Business
IX. Adjournment
Steinauer motioned and Sillars seconded a motion to adjourn. Unanimously approved, the
meeting adjourned at 9:06 a.m.
The next Board meeting is Tuesday January 19, 2021, 8:30am in person and via Zoom.
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town of buena vista
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644
DATE:

January 26, 2021

TO:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Paula Barnett, Town Clerk
Lillian Simpson, Deputy Town Clerk

RE:

December Clerk’s Office Activities

LIQUOR LICENSES
SPECIAL EVENTS PERMITS - None
LICENSES RENEWED - None
BUSINESS LICENSES
NEW LICENSES ISSUED
● South Main Realty, LLC, 1014 River Park – 1014 River Park / Lara Shisler (STR)
● South Main Realty, LLC, 1000 Swift Circle – 1000 Swift Cir. / S. Main Realty (STR)
● South Main Realty, LLC, 903 Swift Circle – 903 Swift Cir. / Dana & Jamie Willis (STR)
● South Main Realty, LLC, 806 South Main – 806 S. Main / Ben Davis (STR)
● South Main Realty, LLC, 1008 & 1002 Swift Circle – 1008 & 1002 Swift Cir. / Robert & Kris
Selby (STR)
● Bailey’s Studio – 109 Brookdale Ave, Unit D / Bailey Bilstad (Hair and Beauty Studio)
● Bugling Bull Excavating, LLC – 26876 CR 319 / Michael Pelc (Excavating Service)
● Full Circle Realty Group, LLC dba Full Circle Real Estate Group – 316 W. Main St. /
Catherine Fisher (Real Estate)
● Soul Shine Cleaning, LLC – 26893 CR 312 / Mendy Lane Boren (STR Cleaning Service)
● Mad Nails, Inc. – 28350 CR 317 #4 / Ashely P. McGowan (Nail Tech Services)
● Red Tail Properties – 102 Red Tail Blvd / Damion and Megan Gallegos (STR)
● TRS New Mexico Holdings, LLC – 590 Pinon St / Thomas Slimp, Jr. (STR)
● Bridge Therapy Center – 205 S. Pleasant Ave / Irene Doherty-Coleman (yoga/massage)
● HT3 Away – 623 Cedar St / Chris & David Hemmingway-Turner (STR)
● RER Properties LLC dba Renaissance Construction – 3025 24th St., Boulder, CO / Adam
and Erin Ross (construction)
● 125 Mayer Ave. – 125 May Ave. / Alicia and Forbes Cone (STR)
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● A Fresh Coat Painting, LLC – 412 N. Colorado Ave #3 / Ricky Smith (painting service)
LICENSES RENEWED – 108
CEMETERY
● 0 Site Sales
●

17 Notarizations Performed

1 Interments
NOTARY SERVICES

2020 RECAP
Liquor Licenses

New Licenses Issued in 2020: 5
January: 3
July: 0
February: 1
August: 0
March: 0
September: 0
April: 0
October: 0
May: 0
November: 1
June: 0
December: 0

Licenses Renewed in 2020: 22
January: 0
July: 2
February: 3
August: 0
March: 2
September: 3
April: 4
October: 4
May: 1
November: 0
June: 3
December: 0

Special Event Licenses Issued in 2020: 7
January: 3
July: 0
February: 2
August: 1
March: 0
September: 0
April: 0
October: 0
May: 1
November: 0
June: 0
December: 0

COVID-19 Temp. Issued in 2020: 4
January: 0
July: 0
February: 0
August: 0
March: 0
September: 0
April: 0
October: 0
May: 1
November: 0
June: 3
December: 0

Business Licenses

New Licenses Issued in 2020: 100 _______
January: 8
July: 13
February: 5
August: 7
March: 5
September: 9
April: 3
October: 4
May: 9
November: 8
June: 12
December: 17

Licenses Renewed in 2020: 471
January: 92
July: 4
February: 29
August: 3
March: 11
September: 2
April: 4
October: 0
May: 5
November: 188
June: 25
December: 108
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Cemetery

Site Sales in 2020: 98
January: 0
February: 2
March: 3
April: 8
May: 6
June: 15

Notary Services

July: 56
August: 2
September: 0
October: 1
November: 5
December: 0

Notarizations Performed in 2020: 243
January: 27
July: 25
February: 27
August: 18
March: 14
September: 14
April: 1
October: 30
May: 24
November: 13
June: 33
December: 17

______ Interments in 2020: 27
January: 1
February: 0
March: 2
April: 1
May: 4
June: 7

July: 3
August: 1
September: 4
October: 0
November: 3
December: 1
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TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO
RESOLUTION NO. 07
(Series of 2021)
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA
VISTA, COLORADO, REAPPOINTING DENNIS HEAP, TAYLOR ALBRECHT,
JERRY STEINAUER, DANIEL COURTRIGHT, AND MARK MULLER ROBER AS
REGULAR MEMBERS OF THE AIRPORT ADVISORY BOARD, AND WAYNE
LEE AS AN ALTERNATE MEMBER.
WHEREAS, Article VIII, Chapter 2, Sec. 162 of the Buena Vista Municipal Code
authorizes the Board of Trustees to appoint individuals to serve as members of the Town of Buena
Vista Airport Advisory Board by a majority vote of all members of the Board; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees desires to make the appointments set forth herein,
which is as recommended by the respective advisory board.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR
THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO as follows:
Section 1. The following appointments are made to the Airport Advisory Board:
Dennis Heap, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Taylor Albrecht, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Jerry Steinauer, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Daniel Courtright, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Mark Muller, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023
Wayne Lee, alternate member, with a term ending December 2021
Section 2. Each advisory board member so appointed shall hold his or her appointment until his
or her term expires, or he or she is removed or resigns, or as otherwise provided for in accordance
with the ordinances of the Town of Buena Vista.
RESOLVED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED this 26th day of February, 2021.
TOWN OF BUENA VISTA

ATTEST:
__________________________________
Paula Barnett, Town Clerk

BY: ________________________________
Duff Lacy, Mayor
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TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO
RESOLUTION NO. 08
(Series of 2021)
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA,
COLORADO, REAPPOINTING JERRY STEINAUER, REED DILS, ROY GERTSON,
HARLEY HAMILTON, AND APPOINTING TONY LAGRECA AS REGULAR VOTING
MEMBERS OF THE WATER ADVISORY BOARD.
WHEREAS, Chapter 2, Sec. 282 of the Buena Vista Municipal Code authorizes the Board
of Trustees to appoint individuals to serve as members of the Town of Buena Vista Water Advisory
Board by a majority vote of all members of the Board; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees desires to make the appointment set forth herein, which
is as recommended by the respective advisory board.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR
THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO as follows:
Section 1. The following appointment is made to the Water Advisory Board:
Jerry Steinauer, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Reed Dils, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Roy Gertson, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Harley Hamilton, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Tony LaGreca, regular voting member, with a three (3) year term ending December 2023.
Section 2. Each advisory board member so appointed shall hold his or her appointment until his
or her term expires, or he or she is removed or resigns, or as otherwise provided for in accordance
with the ordinances of the Town of Buena Vista.
RESOLVED, APPROVED, AND ADOPTED this 26h day of January, 2021.

TOWN OF BUENA VISTA

BY: ________________________________
Duff Lacy, Mayor
ATTEST:

__________________________________
Paula Barnett, Town Clerk
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TOWN OF BUENA VISTA
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644
DATE:
TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

January 26, 2021

Buena Vista Board of Trustees

Staff

Letter of Support for Parkdale Bridge

Background
The Historic Parkdale Bridge spans the Arkansas River near Parkdale (just upriver from the elevation gain
climbing out of Highway 50 to the Royal Gorge Rim). It is being replaced and the owners of the historic
bridge are offering it for free to a worthy cause. Jed Selby believes this bridge could be a good fit for the
proposed bridge to span from the South Main Square east across the Arkansas. A bridge is in the plan
for South Main in a future phase. Jed would like to take advantage of this opportunity to acquire the
Parkdale Bridge; the Town would not have any financial or time obligations associated with this.
Request
The Town has been asked for a letter of support. A letter is drafted and included for review. Through
motion, please either:
A) Authorize the Mayor to sign the letter
B) Direct staff to amend the letter and authorize the Mayor to sign the amended letter
C) Deny the request to sign a letter of support.
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town of buena vista

Post Office Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644

January 26, 2021

To Whom It May Concern,
We would like to extend our support to South Main and Fremont County for the possible
acquisition and relocation of the Historic Parkdale Bridge to the Town of Buena Vista's River
Park along the Arkansas River.
The River Park is a great asset to our town and we feel the addition of this pedestrian bridge
would make an exceptional contribution and connect vital recreation opportunities. The Town’s
Master Trails Plan calls for an additional bridge across the river to access Town property and
public lands to the east. The one formal access we have is overused and requires maintenance
efforts because of the pedestrian traffic. The additional bridge would connect Town’s southern
trails through the River Park and the New Urbanist South Main Development to the vast trail
system across the river.
Furthermore, the bridge and its own unique history could be highlighted within Buena Vista’s
mining and ranching heritage. The stretch of river is also heavily rafted, similar to the stretch of
the Parkdale run. The bridge will feel at home up here!
We understand there are a number of elements involved to get the bridge installed and we will do
what we reasonably can to assist in the process.
We appreciate the consideration for the project and would be proud to host the reuse of this
bridge for generations to come.
Sincerely,

Duff Lacy
Mayor
Town of Buena Vista
719.395.8643
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town of buena vista
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644

DATE:

January 26th, 2021

TO:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Phillip Puckett, Town Administrator

AGENDA ITEM:

Memo of Understanding for Establishment of a Fire Authority

Request
Review the MOU agreement and provide direction for staff through approval or approval with
amendments. Fire Chief Robert Bertram and Interim Fire Chief Chris Greene will be present at the
meeting and are available for questions.
Also, staff is asking for two Board members to serve on the Steering Committee, guiding and preparing
the IGA establishing the Fire Authority.
Background
Town Administration and Fire staff have worked with Chaffee County Fire Protection District (CCFPD) on
an MOU that outlines how we work together in 2021 to form an Intergovernmental Agreement to create
a new Fire Authority. Town is pursuing the creation of a new Fire Authority for the following desired
outcomes:
• Preserve Buena Vista Fire history and continue the identity as reasonable
• Reduce or eliminate the duplication of administrative and operational functions
• Share capital resources to reduce duplication
• Establish sustainable staffing model
o 48/96 shifts
o Integrated training
o Integrate volunteer/resident/reserve resources
o Diverse calls for service
o Organization depth to provide backup, mentorship and career advancement
• 24/7 coverage with consistent response times
• Development plan reviews and building inspections
• Optimize call response with Chaffee County EMS
Analysis
The MOU outlines the formation of a Steering Committee and Services provided by CCFPD during this
time while the IGA is created. The Steering Committee will be made up of 2 elected officials from
CCFPD, CCFPD Fire Chief, Town Administrator and up to 2 elected officials from the Town of Buena Vista.
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The primary focus of the Steering Committee will be:
• Governance – what and who will be the makeup of the new Fire Authority Board of Directors?
• Financial Structure – how much funding will be required, and how will ongoing funding work (for
capital needs, staffing, etc.)?
If the Steering Committee can come to a consensus on governance and finance, sub-committees will be
assigned to work on the other details such as organization structure, asset utilization, facilities, staffing
plans, etc.
Budget Impact
During the MOU period (2021), Town will pay CCFPD for the following services:
• $1,500 per month for administrative support, primarily for Fire Chief oversight
• $50 per hour for mechanic labor to support Town trucks and equipment
• $30 per hour for development plan review labor. This would supplement Chris Greene, who
serves as plans review and inspector
These costs are contained within the 2021 budget for Fire Department Salaries and Wages. The Town
has available funds with the reduction of a part-time mechanic. No budget adjustment is needed.
Staff expects to have additional legal expenses during the formation of the IGA (projected to happen
during summer 2021). Town would contribute to these costs incurred by CCFPD, and we expect Town’s
portion to be ~$15,000. Again, we will try to contain this cost within the approved budget. Staff will
bring this as an update later in the process.
BOT Actions
A motion to approve, approve with amendments or deny the Memo of Understanding for Establishment
of a Fire Authority.
A motion to appoint one or two Board members to the Steering Committee.
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A FIRE AUTHORITY
This Memorandum of Understanding for the Establishment of a Fire Authority (“MOU”),
effective _____, 20__ ("Effective Date"), is entered into by and between Chaffee County Fire
Protection District ("Chaffee County FPD") and the Town of Buena Vista ("Town"). Chaffee
County FPD and the Town are referred to collectively as the “Parties” or individually as a "Party".
WHEREAS, Chaffee County FPD is a political subdivision of the State of Colorado,
organized under the Special District Act, C.R.S. § 32-1-101, et. seq., to provide fire suppression,
fire prevention and public education, rescue, extrication, hazardous materials, and emergency
medical services (collectively, "Emergency Services") to the citizens and their property, and
individuals passing through or conducting business or other activities, within its jurisdictional
boundaries;
WHEREAS, the Town is a Colorado municipal corporation authorized by law to provide,
among other public services, Emergency Services to the citizens and their property, and individuals
passing through or conducting business or other activities, within its corporate boundaries;
WHEREAS, the Parties enjoy certain adjacent boundaries and have historically provided
Emergency Services mutual aid and other support to each other in appropriate circumstances;
WHEREAS, pursuant to Article XIV, Section 18 of the Colorado Constitution and C.R.S.
§ 29-1-203 and 29-1-203.5, C.R.S, the Parties may contract with one another to provide any
function, service or facility lawfully authorized to be provided by each Party individually and may
establish a separate political subdivision of the State to do so;
WHEREAS, the Parties desire to form a separate political subdivision of the State to
provide the Emergency Services on behalf of the Parties, with a goal of a single service provider
saving money, reducing the complexity of managing independent fire departments, and enhancing
the ability of the agencies to plan and manage Emergency Services within their joint jurisdictional
boundaries. The Parties anticipate that formation of the Fire Authority will be completed by the
end of 2021; and,
WHEREAS, until the formation of the Fire Authority is complete, the Parties have
determined that a) it is in the best interests of the Town and the citizens and property it serves, b)
it will reduce or eliminate the duplication of administrative and operational functions, c) it will
promote formation of the Fire Authority, and d) it will ensure the efficient and effective
administration and operation of the Town’s fire department, for Chaffee County FPD's Fire Chief
and other personnel under his supervision (collectively, "Chief Staff") to provide certain
administrative and operational services that would normally be performed by the Town’s Fire
Chief.
NOW THEREFORE, the Parties enter into this MOU to further the above-stated goals
through the following actions, and such other actions as the Parties deem necessary or appropriate:
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1. Steering Committee. The Parties hereby establish a Steering Committee. The Steering
Committee shall have the organizational structure and personnel set forth in Exhibit A.
a. The Steering Committee shall have the authority to take, and shall take, all
actions necessary and appropriate to prepare a proposed Intergovernmental Agreement ("IGA")
establishing a Fire Authority. The IGA shall address all aspects of establishing, administering and
operating the Fire Authority, including but not limited to:
i. The formula for determining each Party's annual financial contribution to
fund the administration and operation of the Fire Authority, and the procedures for implementing
the annual funding obligations;
ii. All real property, facilities, apparatus, vehicles and equipment that will be
conveyed or leased from the Parties to the Fire Authority and the procedures for accomplishing
the same;
iii. All personnel who will be leased or transferred from the Parties to the Fire
Authority and the procedures for accomplishing the same;
iv. The organizational structure of the Fire Authority Board of Directors
(“Board”), the procedures for establishing and maintaining the Board, and the procedures by which
the Board will govern itself and the Fire Authority; and,
v. Incorporate the provisions of C.R.S. § 29-1-203.5 and expressly state that
the provisions of that section apply to the Fire Authority.
b. The Steering Committee shall utilize appropriate internal resources of the
Parties and may utilize the services of outside consultants, such as accountants and legal counsel,
as the Steering Committee deems necessary and appropriate to develop the IGA.
c. The Steering Committee may form one or more sub-committees as the Steering
Committee deems necessary and appropriate to develop the IGA.
d. The Steering Committee shall meet no less than once each calendar month, and
as more frequently as necessary to accomplish its duties.
e. Each Steering Committee member is responsible for keeping his/her Party
apprised of the Steering Committee's activities and the status of the project.
f.

The Steering Committee shall submit the proposed IGA to the Parties on or

before TBD.
g. All fees, costs and expenses incurred by the Steering Committee or any subcommittee shall be borne equally by the Parties.
2. Services. During the period this MOU is in force, Chaffee County FPD, through its
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Chief Staff, shall provide the following administrative and operational services to the Town
(collectively, the "Services"):
a. The Chaffee County FPD Fire Chief will be responsible for collaborating with
the Town to establish, integrate and implement policies, procedures and protocols for all
Emergency Services between the Town and Chaffee County FPD. The Chaffee County FPD Fire
Chief shall supervise Town’s Emergency Services personnel following the chain of command
from the Town’s Supervisory Chief down through lower ranking paid and volunteer firefighters in
accordance with normal chain of command procedures;
b. Chaffee County FPD volunteers and paid personnel will be integrated with the
Town’s paid and volunteer Emergency Services personnel and will perform the same duties as the
Town’s personnel, including but not limited to local incident response, training, and station duties.
c. Operations:
i.

Supervise appropriate aspects of the Emergency Services provided by the

Town.
ii.
Coordinate with Town staff to administer the Emergency Services
budget approved by the Town’s Board of Trustees to maintain the Town’s Emergency Services
equipment, apparatus, facilities and other property. Provide mechanic services as needed to the
Town, which will be billed at the rate of $50 per hour.
iii.
Coordinate with the Town’s fire department to operate in an efficient,
effective and economical manner, consistent with State law and the policies, procedures and
protocols as established by Chaffee County FPD Fire Chief in conjunction with Town staff. The
Chaffee County FPD Fire Chief shall share with Town staff all authority granted by federal, state
or local laws, regulations and ordinances, including but not limited to the authority granted, and
duties mandated, by C.R.S. § 32-1-1002, § 31-15-401 and § 31-15-601.
iv.
Supervise, direct and coordinate Chaffee County FPD personnel and the
Town’s Emergency Services personnel to provide, directly or through subordinate supervisors,
efficient and effective Emergency Services.
v.
Provide consultation to the Town on development plan review, which
will be billed at the rate of $30 per hour.
d. Financial. Town Staff will be responsible for the execution of the Town’s
Emergency Services department budget, with consideration given to input from Chaffee County
FPD’s Chief Staff.
e. Administration:
i.
The Chaffee County FPD Fire Chief, or his designee(s), shall attend all
regular or special Town Board of Trustee meetings or work sessions as deemed appropriate by the
Town Administrator in order to advise the Town Board on Emergency Services matters; provided,
that the Chaffee County FPD Fire Chief (or his designee(s)) shall not participate in any executive
session wherein the topic(s) of discussion would conflict with the Fire Chief's duties to Chaffee
3386216.3
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County FPD and its Board of Directors.
ii.
Prepare regular or special Emergency Services reports, as necessary or
appropriate, or as required by the Town Board of Trustees.
iii.
Review and deliberate with Town Staff regarding action in response to
any complaints from the public or other agencies in connection with the Town’s Emergency
Services. Advise citizens, property owners, contractors and others on questions relating to the
Town’s Emergency Services rules, policies and procedures.
iv.
Coordinate with the Town’s Emergency Services administrative
personnel to ensure the efficient and effective administrative functions of the Town’s Emergency
Services department.
f. Chaffee County FPD's Fire Chief, in conjunction with Town staff, shall have
the authority to take such actions and make such statements as are reasonably necessary or
appropriate to perform the Services and shall have such authority as is incidental to or implied
from the foregoing Services.
g. The Services provided by the Chaffee County FPD Fire Chief and Chief Staff
shall be separate from and in addition to the duties and responsibilities they have to Chaffee County
FPD and shall not in any manner interfere with their performance of such duties and
responsibilities.
3. Compensation. In consideration of receiving the Services, the Town shall pay Chaffee
County FPD $1,500.00 each month. The compensation set forth in this Section 3 shall be the sole
compensation Chaffee County FPD is entitled to receive for providing the Services.
4. Relationship of the Parties and Liability.
a. By entering into this MOU, the Parties are not creating, and shall not be construed
as creating, a joint venture, partnership, authority or any other type of relationship between the
Parties, and each Party shall remain a separate and distinct entity for all purposes under this MOU.
Except for the compensation it will receive for providing the Services, Chaffee County FPD shall
have no direct or indirect financial right to or interest in or to the Town as a result of this MOU.
Similarly, the Town shall have no direct or indirect financial right to or interest in or to Chaffee
County FPD as a result of this MOU.
b. A Chaffee County FPD employee or volunteer providing Services under this
Agreement shall at all times remain Chaffee County FPD's employee or volunteer, and shall retain
all rights, privileges and immunities held as a Chaffee County FPD employee or volunteer. Under
no circumstances shall a Chaffee County FPD employee or volunteer be considered an employee
or volunteer of the Town. Similarly, under no circumstances shall a Town employee or volunteer
be considered an employee or volunteer of Chaffee County FPD. Each Party is solely responsible
for hiring/appointing, paying, providing benefits to, and terminating its employees and volunteers.
The Parties expressly intend and agree that C.R.S. §§ 29-5-105, and 107 through 110 shall not
apply to this MOU or the Services provided pursuant to this MOU. Any liability that accrues under
the provisions of Article 10 of Title 24, C.R.S. on account of the negligent or otherwise tortious
act of a Party's employee or volunteer shall be imposed upon that Party.
3386216.3
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5. Term and Termination. The Term of this MOU shall be from the Effective Date
through December 31, 2021 or the date the last Party signs the IGA, whichever is sooner.
6. No Binding Commitment. Nothing in this MOU shall irrevocably commit or bind
either Party individually or the Parties collectively.
7. Headings and Captions. The headings and captions used in this MOU are for the
convenience of reference only and do not form a part of this MOU.
8. No Multi-Year Fiscal Obligation. Any financial obligation of a Party individually or
the Parties collectively under this MOU shall not accrue prior the Effective Date and shall not
extend beyond December 31, 2021.
9. Governmental Immunity. This MOU is not intended, and shall not be construed, as a
waiver of the limitations on damages or any of the privileges, immunities, or defenses provided to,
or enjoyed by, the Parties and their respective Board members, directors, officers, employees and
volunteers under federal or state law, including but not limited to the Colorado Governmental
Immunity Act, C.R.S. § 24-10-101, et seq.
10. Additional Terms. Colorado law governs this MOU. Jurisdiction and venue for any
action arising under this MOU shall lie exclusively in the Chaffee County District Court. This
MOU may only be amended by a document signed by the Parties. Course of performance, no
matter how long, shall not constitute an amendment to this MOU. If any provision is held invalid
or unenforceable, all other provisions shall continue in full force and effect. Waiver of a breach of
this MOU shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of any subsequent breach of this MOU. A
Party may not assign this MOU without the prior written consent of the other Party, which consent
shall not be unreasonably withheld. This MOU is not intended to, and shall not, confer rights on
any person or entity not named as a party to this MOU. In any dispute arising from or relating to
this MOU, the prevailing Party shall be awarded its reasonable attorneys' fees, costs and expenses,
including any attorneys’ fees, costs and expenses incurred in collecting upon any judgment, order
or award. This MOU may be executed in several counterparts and by facsimile or electronic pdf,
each of which shall be deemed an original and all of which shall constitute one and the same
binding instrument.

[SIGNATURE PAGE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWS]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have executed this MOU as of the Effective Date.

CHAFFEE COUNTY FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT,
a political subdivision of the State of Colorado

By: _________________________________________
Mary Brown, Board Vice-President

ATTESTED:

By: ________________________________________
Kira Jones, Secretary to the Board

TOWN OF BUENA VISTA,
a municipal corporation

By: ________________________________________
Name
Title

ATTESTED:

By: ________________________________________
Name
Title

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

By:
_______________, Town Attorney
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EXHIBIT A
Steering Committee
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town of buena vista
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644
MEETING DATE:

January 26, 2021

TO:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Mark N. Doering, Principal Planner

AGENDA ITEM:

A resolution of the Board of Trustees for the Town of Buena Vista, Colorado,
adopting the Town of Buena Vista Architectural Design Guidelines for Historic
East Main Street

Background
In September 2018, the Board of Trustees tasked the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) to draft
architectural design guidelines for downtown Buena Vista, along East Main Street. The HPC spent 2019
conducting research of other communities’ design guidelines and adapting them to Buena Vista’s unique
character and conducting public meetings to get input for proposed guidelines for its historic downtown.
In 2020, if created a draft of those guidelines and brought them back to the Board for its initial review
review.
Since then, Town staff has complied the guidelines and completed its legal review to prepare them to
bring back to the Board for adoption. Because of the nature of the downtown’s character and the nature
of an economy that is allowing people to consider developing and redeveloping sites in the downtown
area, the HPC is seeking to get the Architectural Design Guidelines for Historic East Main Street (ADGs)
adopted by the Board of Trustees. Attached is the final draft of those ADGs for the Board’s consideration
and a resolution for their adoption. Associated with that resolution is a proposed ordinance for the Board
to review to amend portions of Chapter 19 of the Municipal Code that are associated with the proposed
design guidelines and that provide for corrections to terminology used in the ADGs.
Budget Impact
No impact.
BOT Action
Staff and the Historic Preservation Commission recommend that the Board of Trustees review the
attached proposed Architectural Design Guidelines for Historic East Main Street (ADGs) and adopt them
for those properties in the historic downtown area.
Attachment A – Architectural Design Guidelines for Historic East Main Street
Attachment B – Draft Resolution
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Town of Buena Vista
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for
Historic East Main Street
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Purpose and Intent

This document presents architectural design guidelines for historic structures and sites in Buena
Vista’s Historic East Main Street area (with boundaries as defined below under Applicability and
Appendix A). These Guidelines are community policies affecting the design of the built
environment and, as such, provide a common basis for making decisions about design. These
Guidelines provide a common reference that property owners and the Town may use in guiding
development or making decisions concerning exterior work on designated structures or site on
Historic East Main.
The intent of these Guidelines and any associated design review is to preserve the historic
resources of the community. With increasing development pressure, caused in part by the
positive attributes of Historic East Main, it is especially important to manage the desire to build
out a property to its theoretical maximum capacity, as this would be detrimental to the overall
community character and function. These Guidelines are aimed at encouraging the preservation
of the unique historic character that is so appealing to residents and visitors of Buena Vista.
In adopting these Guidelines, the Town recognizes the following goals for Historic East Main:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Maintain potential for historic districting by providing a resource to aid in preserving
existing historic structures that could be considered as “contributing” to an historic
district.
Provide property owners and developers with a reference for design options that
maintain historic integrity and eligibility for local, state and/or federal incentives for
historic preservation.
Protect the sense of time and place conveyed by the collection of historic buildings on
Historic East Main.
Enhance livability.
Protect investments in and economic value of Buena Vista’s historic character.
Retain a small-town image and atmosphere.
Encourage pedestrian activity.
Convey a sense of human scale.
Protect significant views.
Protect the existing sense of community.
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1.2

Applicability

These Guidelines are applicable to the alteration and demolition of designated structures and
alteration, demolition or relocation of non-designated structures which are over 50 years old
located along Historic East Main Street, from the intersection of Main Street and Highway 24 east
to the intersection of East Main Street and South Main Street, including the alleys, on the first
block to the north and to the south, as shown on the map in Appendix A.
1.3

Using the Guidelines

Property owners and architects should refer to the Guidelines before undertaking a project which
is subject to decision-making by the HPC and are encouraged to use these Guidelines before
building a project in the Historic East Main Street area. This will help establish an appropriate
direction for the design.
Except as provided herein, terms and phrases shall be the same as defined in the Unified
Development Code (UDC). Terms and phrases not defined in the UDC shall have their plain and
ordinary meaning. For purposes of these Guidelines, the following definition should apply:
Historic structures and sites mean designated structures and sites and non-designated structures
over 50 years old.
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Chapter 2
Historic Overview of Buena Vista
Buena Vista’s historic structures, in particular the area of East Main Street, give a direct link to
the Town’s past. The people and businesses that founded the Town are exemplified in these
buildings. The miners, railroaders, ranchers and farmers who were the backbone of the
community utilized this area. Now the river users and visitors appreciate the ease of walking and
experiencing the Town. The buildings are one or two story because the buggies, wagons and
pedestrian traffic could directly contact the businesses in this environment.
Because historic structures are at a human scale, 1-2 stories, they contribute to a pedestrian
oriented environment. Their porches, moldings, windows, and doors enliven the street, making
the Town an interesting place to walk. The Historic East Main Street area and the surrounding
historic structures appeal to visitors, and therefore these areas contribute to the economic wellbeing of the community. Residents develop a sense of community from the distinct identity that
the historic core of Town provides.
Today, the historic East Main Street area offers a living history and environment that is becoming
increasingly rare across the country. However, this experience does come with constraints.
Historic structures are small and require regular maintenance. Lot sizes also constrain new
development. People who live and work here must recognize that some life patterns that work
elsewhere may not work in in Buena Vista. Accommodating the lifestyle that is embedded in the
history of the community is essential to maintaining the valuable historic character of the Town’s
East Main area.
These Guidelines aid in preservation of the historic downtown core that exists on Historic East
Main, ensuring that future development is kept in scale, is complimentary in architectural style
and does not distract from this rare and precious part of the Town’s history. The community has
the responsibility to pass on our Historic East Main to future generations. For additional context,
please reference the detailed history of structures in Buena Vista provided in Appendix B,
Summary Historical Overview by Suzy Kelley.
A key additional resource for historic context is the report provided by contractor Three Gables
Preservation as part of the 2018 survey of historic properties. The full report can be accessed at:
http://buenavistaco.gov/DocumentCenter/View/2772/Buena-Vista-Phase-I-Historic-surveyreport-with-forms-small?bidId=.
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Chapter 3
General Design Guidelines
This Chapter generally applies to all historic structures and sites within the area designated as
Historic East Main, in Appendix A, and can be used as guidance for new construction. In addition
to this Chapter, projects may be reviewed under Chapter 4 (Guidelines for Designated Structures)
and Chapter 5, Design Guidelines for New Construction which provides additional guidance for
new construction.
3.1

Accessibility

Places of public accommodation are required to provide access to their services and programs
under provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act. In the case of historic structures, some
provisions for using alternative measures exist. Alterations to designed structures and sites that
would affect their integrity should be minimized, subject to the requirements of the ADA.
Example: Gently sloping an exterior sidewalk to the door rather than putting in a wheelchair
ramp.
3.2

Town Grid

A.

Projects should respect the Town’s historic grid established in the Town’s original plat.
Examples:
1. Orient building walls parallel to the lot lines.
2. Use simple, rectangular building forms to reflect the Town grid.

3.3

Views

One of the attractive features of Buena Vista’s setting is that the interesting views to the
mountains abound and, in some cases a vista to a landmark structure such as the Courthouse
exists. Alterations should attempt to preserve views of the surrounding area.
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Figure 3.1 Note how you can see the courthouse over the existing buildings. Preserve this view corridor.

Figure 3.2 Note how the elevation of the existing buildings allow an unobstructed view of the mountains. Protect
views from public ways to the mountains.

5
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3.4

Color

Traditionally, color schemes on buildings in Buena Vista were simple in character and the colors
themselves were muted. Most primary structures and some secondary structures were painted
and continuing that tradition should be encouraged. Please note that color schemes should be
considered at the outset of a project.
A.

Historic Color Scheme

When altering a historic structure or site, first consider returning to the original color scheme,
which can be discovered by carefully cutting back paint layers. To accurately determine the
original color scheme requires professional help, but a general idea of the colors may be obtained
by scraping back paint layers. Since the paint will be faded, moisten it slightly to get a better idea
of the original hue. However, it isn’t necessary to use the original color schemes of the building.
An alternative is to create a new color scheme using colors that were typical of the period.
With respect to the treatment of color on individual historic structures, colors that represent the
appropriate period of history are preferred, but not necessarily required. Color does not damage
the historic materials or alter historically significant details and can always be changed in the
future, thus its application is not as critical as some other design options.
Some inappropriate applications of color may hinder one’s ability to perceive the character of
the architecture. For example, if a building with jig-saw brackets and moldings is painted one
color with no contrast between the background and the details, and little opportunity for
expression of shadows, the perception of the character of the structure may be diminished.
Conversely, in Buena Vista, details should not be highlighted with excessively contrasting colors.
This concern for perception of character is more relevant in the management of a historic area
where the assemblage of buildings on the street is important to one’s perception of the character
of the streetscape. In this sense, one building that stands out from the rest with an inappropriate
color scheme could impede one’s perception of continuity in the Historic East Main. In general,
bright colors used on large surfaces are discouraged.
B.

Colors should be muted.
1. Traditional colors that match those found in nature are preferred over colors with
intense chromas.
2. Roof colors also should be muted.
3. Brown and gray were the dominant roof colors in the past because of the materials
used, wood shingles and sheet metal. That tradition remains today and should be
respected.
4. Reserve the use of bright colors for accents, such as on ornamentation and entrances.
5. In most cases, only one or two accent colors should be used in addition to the base
color.
6
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6. Doors may be painted an accent color, or they may be left a natural wood finish.
Historically, some doors simply had a stain or clear sealer applied.
7. Window sashes are also an excellent opportunity for accent color.
8. Brilliant luminescent or “day-glow” colors are inappropriate.
9. Where applicable, Garage doors should be painted or stained the same colors as the
areas around them.
C.

Create a coordinated color scheme for the structure and muted base color that links the
entire structure face together.

D.

Primary structures are encouraged to be painted or stained.
1. Historically, most primary wood structures were painted. This tradition is encouraged
to be continued in both rehabilitation and new construction.
2. Accessory structures may remain unpainted. In Historic East Main, unpainted
secondary structures are preferred.
3. Leave natural masonry or acceptable accessory structure wood exterior finishes
unpainted when feasible.
4. For other parts of the building that do require painting, select colors that will
complement through similar tones those of the natural materials.

The following link provides an example of historic paint colors:
https://www.sherwin-williams.com/homeowners/color/find-and-explore-colors/paint-colorsby-collection/exterior-color-schemes/americas-heritage
3.5

Energy Conservation

The use of solar applications and alternative energy measures within the Town is encouraged.
A.

Panels and devices should not be placed in locations that detract from the appearance of
historic resources and new construction. Care should be taken when choosing and placing
solar collectors to avoid an incongruent looking element within Historic East Main. The
use of roof glass and solar panels on historic buildings is a particularly sensitive issue.

B.

Solar devices and panels should be placed to minimize their visibility.
1. Minimize the visual impact of solar collectors and skylights by placing them on roof
slopes that are not visible from public ways. Roof glass and solar collectors that are
flush with the roof plane are strongly preferred.
2. Solar collectors should be parallel with the angle of the roof on gable or shed roof
structures. They should not be placed on racks or roof appendages that are at angles
other than the roof pitch to which the panels are attached.
3. Roof color should be selected to be complementary to the color of the solar array.
7
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4. The minimum number of solar panels should be utilized to accomplish the energy
objectives of the property.
5. In Historic East Main, do not locate solar panels and skylights on principle roof
elements of primary structures with street frontage. Locate the elements on
secondary roofs not visible from the street.
6. Solar panels and roof glass are preferable on roofs that face the rear yard and side
yards that are not street frontages or visible from the street. They are acceptable on
other elevations in if they adhere to the other guidelines in this section.
7. Place landscaping to minimize the visibility of panels from public ways, particularly on
corner lots.
8. The placement of panels on accessory structures is permitted if the rest of the
pertinent issues in this section are addressed.

Figure 3.3 Example of acceptable solar installation on a gabled roof
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C.

Solar Panels may be mounted on flat roofs.
1. The top of the solar panels may not protrude more than six feet above the roof deck,
of the building and be concealed behind a parapet wall.
2. The top of solar panels should not protrude above a plane drawn 40 degrees above
horizontal from the highest structure on the side of the building. See sketch below.
3. On the primary street frontage, the solar panels should not be mounted in such a
manner that they are visible from a point six feet above the curb opposite the primary
street frontage.
4. On corner lots the primary street frontage visibility requirement will apply to both
streets.

Figure 3.4 Solar Installation on Flat Roof; Note that no portion of the installation is visible above the roofline when
viewed from across the street

D.

Freestanding installations are acceptable if no other reasonable solutions are available
and if they adhere to this section.
1. Freestanding units may not be placed in front yards or on side yards adjacent to
streets.
9
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2. Freestanding units may not be placed to exceed 16 feet in total height above grade.
3. Minimize the impact of freestanding units with landscaping, such as trees behind or
low-level shrubs in front of the panel.

Figure 3.5 Envelope for placement of solar panels (Also reference photo of ADU on Court Street in Fig 3.4)

E.

Wind turbines are inappropriate in Historic East Main.
Because of the noise, size, scale, and clearances required wind turbines are inappropriate.

F.

Minimize the visual impacts of expansive areas of glass.
1. In Buena Vista, the amount of glass needed for solar gain is less due to advantageous
local climate features, solar gain can be achieved more readily than in lower, cloudier
climates.
2. Do not utilize more glass than is necessary in passive solar applications.
3. Design for window sizes, orientation, and patterns to be similar to those of traditional
windows.
4. Use smaller glass panes in frames, rather than a large plate of glass.
5. Large expanses of glass are inappropriate, except on first floor storefronts.
6. The construction of a sun space should not alter the character of a historic building.
7. Glass should not continue to the edge of a wall.
8. Corners of buildings should be solid materials, not glass.
10
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Figure 3.6 Example of acceptable landscaping incorporating the use of xeriscape plants

3.6

Fencing

The general character of historic fences should be retained. In Buena Vista, these were
traditionally wood picket or wrought iron fences, but contemporary interpretations of historic
design elements are also encouraged.
A.

Consider using fences to define yard (property) edges.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

In front yards, fences should enhance a pedestrian environment.
Avoid using solid fences with no spacing between boards.
A fence should not exceed 3 to 3 ½ feet in height in the front yard.
Tall privacy fences are not appropriate.
Simple wrought iron fences may be considered.
Wood picket fences also are appropriate.
Chain link is not an appropriate material. In the event that chain link fencing has
become historic itself, it may be left in place. Alternatively, earlier existing historic
materials may be considered in a project.
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3.7

Parking Areas

Cars were not a part of the historic character of Buena Vista and their presence can radically alter
one’s perception of the district today. In all cases, the visual impacts of the automobile should
be minimized on designated sites.
A.

Minimize the visual impacts of parking.
1. Screen parking from adjacent properties with plantings and fences when feasible.
Provide detail in the screening that gives a sense of scale and interest.
2. Minimize the extent of paved surfaces in parking areas.
3. Where feasible, use materials other than concrete or asphalt. The use of porous
materials for driveways is encouraged to minimize run-off.

B.

Minimize the visual impacts of a garage.
1.
2.
3.
4.

A detached garage set to the rear of the property is strongly encouraged.
A garage should appear subordinate to the primary structure and should be detached.
Vehicles should not dominate the site.
Painting garage doors the same color as the areas around them is strongly encouraged
to minimize the door’s visual impact.

3.8

Accessory Structures

A.

The use of accessory structures is encouraged to reduce the overall mass on a site.
1. Accessory structures should be subordinate in scale both height and width to the
primary structure.
2. The height of an accessory structure may not exceed the width as measured from the
street or alley facing façade.
3. They should be simple in character and materials may be rustic.
4. A detached garage set to the rear of the property is strongly encouraged.

3.9

Service Areas

A.

Minimize the visual impacts of trash storage and service areas.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Screen dumpsters from view as seen from the public way, when feasible.
Locate service areas away from primary facades with access off the alley.
Use landscaping to buffer service areas that abut residential uses.
Coordinate the location of trash storage and pickup with the collection agency or
company, but screening is a priority concern.
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3.10

Lighting

A.

All exterior lighting or illumination on any lot should be so located, placed, shielded, and
designed to be architecturally and aesthetically in keeping with the buildings and
surroundings.
1. Only full cut-off shielded fixtures should be utilized as exterior lighting on all
structures.
2. All exterior lighting should minimize visual pollution or impact on any other lot.
3. The lighting of landscaping features is discouraged.
4. Use the minimum amount of outdoor lighting necessary to address building code and
safety concerns.
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Chapter 4
Design Guidelines for Designated Structures and Sites
This portion of these Guidelines are principles for the treatment of designated structures and
sites in Historic East Main. They provide a basis for making consistent, informed decisions about
the appropriateness of work that may be proposed for designated structures in Historic East
Main. This Chapter is to be used by property owners and their architects when developing
designs for alterations to designated structures and sites The Town and the HPC may use these
Guidelines when determining the appropriateness of alteration that are subject to their review
as discussed in Paragraph 1.3. Please refer to The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the
Treatment
of
Historic
Properties
for
additional
information:
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/treatment-guidelines-2017.pdf
4.1

Applicability to Designated Structures and Sites

This Chapter applies to all designated structures and sites, including primary and secondary
structures and historic site features, such as fences and walls, as applicable, in the Historic East
Main area. Review of site features may be limited to designated sites depending on the
circumstances.
Among those structures that are considered or designated historic, many survive in virtually their
original condition. Preserving designated structures and sites in their original state is the goal for
these properties. Other structures and sites may have been altered to some extent and yet still
retain their integrity. Some flexibility in the treatment of this class of buildings is appropriate.
This Chapter does not apply to non-designated structures in Historic East Main.
4.2

Scope of work reviewed

In accordance with Chapter 19 of the Buena Vista Municipal Code, no designated structure or
site, or part thereof, should be altered (beyond ordinary maintenance and repair) without the
issuance of a certificate of historic appropriateness by HPC.
4.3

General Principles for Treatment of Designated Structures or Sites

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation of Historic Buildings should apply to
all designated structures or sites pursuant to Chapter 19 of the Buena Vista Municipal Code.
These Standards have been generally accepted as well-established national preservation
philosophy concerning the treatment of designated structures or sites.
Preservation projects may include a wide range of activities, including maintenance of existing
historic elements, repairs to deteriorated historic elements, replacement of missing features and
constriction of new additions.
14
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4.4

Categories of Guidance

The guidance in this Chapter for the treatment of designated structures or sites are organized
into two subsections:
1. General Guidelines for the alteration of all designated structures and sites.
2. General Guidelines for the alteration of designated commercial structures.
4.5

Design Guidelines

A.

Landscaping
1. Preserve historic landscape features when feasible.
a. Street trees, garden plantings and other site features may contribute to the
historic character of the site. These elements should be preserved.
b. Historic features may include walkways, sidewalks and retaining walls, street
trees, special plantings, fencing and other ornamental site features.
c. When street trees should be removed because of disease or death, replace them
in kind.

B.

Site Orientation
1. A primary structure should remain on the lot on which it has been historically

associated. The structure also should remain on its historic footprint location and in
its traditional orientation.

2. Preserve accessory structures on site when feasible.
a. In limited circumstances, an accessory structure may be relocated to a similar
context in the East Main Historic area if it is presently deteriorated and will be
rehabilitated immediately after the move.
b. If a structure is intact, it should remain on the lot with which it has been historically
associated.
C.

Treatment of Historic Features
Historic features contribute to the character of a designated structure and should be
preserved when feasible. Such features include architectural details, window and door
openings and building form and materials. When planning a project, this sequence is
recommended. First, if a feature is intact and in good condition, maintain it as such.
Second, if the feature is deteriorated or damaged, if feasible, repair it to its original
condition. If it is not feasible to repair the feature, then replace it with one that is similar
in character (materials, details, finish) to the historic one. It is best to replace only that
which is beyond repair. If the feature is missing entirely, reconstruct it from appropriate
evidence. These principles are defined in more detail in the guidelines that follow.
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When planning a new alteration, consider the effect it will have on significant historic
features of the structure. Such alterations should not negatively affect the structure.
Alterations may be considered for designated structures where the proposed alterations
maintain the structure’s historic features.
D.

Preservation of Original Qualities
Original materials and building details, as well as the distinctive form and scale of a
structure, contribute to the historic character of the designated structure or site and
should be preserved whenever feasible. Preservation work should not destroy the
distinguishing character of the property or its environment. The following is guidance for
undertaking preservation work:
1. Respect the historic design character of the designated structure or site.
a. Don’t try to change its style or make it look older or younger than it really is.
2. Minimize intervention with historic elements.
a. First, maintain character-defining features.
b. Then, repair those features that are deteriorated.
c. Finally, replace only those features that are beyond repair.
3. Protect and maintain significant stylistic elements.
a. Distinctive stylistic features and examples of skilled craftsmanship should be
treated with sensitivity. The best preservation procedure is to maintain historic
features from the outset so that intervention is not required.
b. Preserve stylistic elements by employing treatments such as rust removal,
caulking, limited paint removal and re-application of paint.
4. Avoid removing or altering any historic materials and significant features.
a. Examples of historically significant architectural features are ornamental brick
work, cornice work and details, wood trim and moldings, store front kick plates,
porches, chimneys, turned columns, brackets and jig-saw ornaments. Other
significant features include the building’s overall form and its roof form.
b. Preserve original doors, windows, and porches in their original condition.
c. Also preserve original wall and siding materials in their original condition. Do not
try to make old weathered siding appear to be newer than it is by making it
smooth.
d. Materials such as asbestos, vinyl and aluminum siding are not acceptable and
should be removed if installed over original historic materials.
e. Stucco was occasionally used for residing but its use as a primary exterior finish to
cover historic siding is strongly discouraged.
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5. Use the gentlest possible procedures for cleaning, refinishing, and repairing historic
materials.
a. Many procedures can actually have an unanticipated negative effect upon
building materials and result in accelerated deterioration or a loss of character.
b. For example, do not use harsh paint removal methods. These will damage the
historic finish of the material. Do not sand blast brickwork and mortar joints which
would do irreparable harm to the historical materials.
c. See technical rehabilitation literature published by the National Park Service and
available on the following website:
https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/treatment-guidelines-2017.pdf
6. Repair original building features when feasible.
a. Whenever possible, deteriorated architectural features should be repaired rather
than replaced.
b. Whenever possible, patch, piece-in, splice, consolidate or otherwise upgrade the
existing material using recognized preservation methods, rather than remove the
element.
7. When disassembly of a historic element is necessary for its restoration, use methods
that minimize damage to the original materials.
a. For example, it may be necessary to remove a historic window to repair it.
b. Always devise methods of replacing the disassembled materials in their original
configuration.
c. When disassembly of a historic feature is required in a restoration procedure,
document its location so it may be repositioned accurately.
E.

Replacement or Substitution of Original Features
While preservation is the preferred approach, replacement in-kind is also an option. In
the event replacement is necessary, using the new material that matches in design, color,
texture, and other visual qualities can preserve the overall historic character. The
following is guidance for undertaking replacement or substitution work:
1. Replacement of missing elements may be included in repair activities.
a. Use the same kind of material as the original when feasible. A substitute material
is acceptable if the form and design of the substitute itself conveys the visual
appearance of the original material.
b. Replacement elements should be based on documented evidence.
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Figure 4.2 Replacement Material conveys the appearance of the original material

2. Replace missing original features in kind when feasible.
a. Replace only those portions that are beyond repair.
b. If alternate materials are proposed, they should match the original in appearance
as closely as is possible.
c. Later covering materials that have not achieved historic significance should be
removed. For example, asphalt or asbestos siding that covers original wood siding
is inappropriate, as would be vinyl siding or plaster over original stone or brick.

Figure 4.3 Replacement materials should be similar in character to those used historically. This is an inappropriate
use of materials. This building has asbestos siding installed over the original lap siding.

3. Replacement of missing architectural elements should be based on accurate
information about original features, when feasible.
a. The design should be substantiated by physical or pictorial evidence. Buena Vista
Heritage has a large archive of photos that can be researched. This will avoid
creating a misrepresentation of the building’s genuine heritage.
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b. Overall, a large percentage of the materials and features of the property should
be historic in order to retain the integrity of the resource as a historic property.
4. When reconstruction of an element is impossible, developing a compatible new
design that is a simplified interpretation of the original is appropriate.
a. This is appropriate when inadequate information exists to allow for an accurate
reconstruction of missing features.
b. The new element should relate to comparable features in general size, shape,
scale, and finish.
c. Many architectural details were repeated around Buena Vista. Such details from
similar structures may be considered as substantiation of architectural details.
d. When feasible, use materials similar to those employed historically.

Figure 4.4 When reconstruction of an element is impossible, developing a compatible new design that is a simplified
interpretation of the original is appropriate.

F.

Additions to Existing Designated Structures or Sites
When planning an addition to a designated structure, consider the effect the addition will
have on the historic structure itself. Loss of designated structure fabric should be
minimized. The addition also should not affect the perceived character of the structure.
It should not strongly diminish one’s perception of the historic character. Also, consider
the effect the addition may have on the area where the structure is located, as seen from
the public right-of-way, which includes views from alleys and to the sides of structures.
The addition should blend with the architecture of the surrounding structures and not
stand out or be seen as out of place. The following is guidance for undertaking addition
work:
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1. Design additions to structures or sites such that they will not destroy or obscure any
significant historic architectural or cultural material.
a. Additions also should not obscure significant features.
b. Set back additions from primary facades in order to allow the original proportions
and character to remain prominent or set them apart from the main structure and
connect them with a “link.”
c. In theory, additions should be reversible so that a future owner may be able to
restore the structure back to its original historic envelope.
2. Additions should be compatible in size and scale with the main structures.
a. Historically, additions stepped down in size to the rear. (See Figure 4.5). They
should be visually subordinate to the main structure. Additions should not be
taller than the primary module of the historic structure.
b. If it is necessary to design additions that are same height or wider than the main
structure, set them back substantially from primary character defining facades,
and link the addition to the historic structure through the use of a “connector”
that is smaller in size than linked elements. Large additions should be placed on
the site in such a manner so as to be screened from the primary street views by
landscaping or existing structures.
c. No addition, nor the total mass of all additions, should be larger in mass than the
mass of the original structure.

Figure 4.5 Historically, additions stepped down in size to the rear. They should be visually subordinate to the main
structure.

3. New additions or alterations that would hinder the ability to interpret the historic
character of the structure or site are not acceptable. Additions should be recognized
as products of their own time.
a. Additions can be made distinguishable from the designated structure’s or site’s
elements, while also remaining visually compatible with these earlier features.
b. A change in setbacks of the addition from the main structure, a subtle change in
material, or a differentiation between historic and more current styles are all
20
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c.
d.
e.

f.

techniques that may be considered to help define a change from old to new
construction.
New additions that create an appearance inconsistent with the historic character
of the structure are discouraged.
Alterations that seek to imply an earlier period than that of the building are
inappropriate.
Alterations that seek to imply an inaccurate variation on the historic style are
inappropriate because this would convey a false history of the character of the
structure. In particular, adding very ornate trim, which was not seen in Buena
Vista, would be an inappropriate alteration because, historically, structures were
simpler in character.
Alterations that cover significant features are also inappropriate.

4. Respect traditional entrance patterns when planning additions to structures.
a. Retain the appearance of the relationship of primary entrances, usually facing the
street, when planning new additions.
b. Additions which obscure original entrances are strongly discouraged.
G.

Existing Alterations on Designated Structures or Sites
Many alterations to structures or sites that have taken place over the course of time are
themselves evidence of the history of the structure or site and its neighborhood and
therefore may merit preservation. These alterations may have developed significance in
their own right, and this significance should be recognized and respected. The following
is guidance for the preservation of and working with existing alterations to a structure or
site:
1. Alterations that occurred after initial construction but more than 50 years ago may
have become historic and thus should be preserved.
a. An example of such an alteration may be a canopy that has been added over a
door or cement plaster which has been applied over original brick work.
b. Recent alterations that are not historic may be removed. For example, asphalt
siding has not become historic and obscures the original clapboard siding or the
plastering or painting of existing brickwork. In these cases, removal of the
alteration and restoration of the original material would be encouraged.
c. Most alterations less than 50 years old are not usually considered historically
significant.
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Before Window In-Fill

After Window In-fill

Figure 4.7 When planning alterations to a designated structure, minimize negative effects on existing characterdefining features. This design alters the character of the original design.

H.

Architectural Detailing
Many architectural details presently hidden by alterations have not actually been
destroyed. Uncovering them offers an opportunity for a valuable renovation. These
details contribute to the historic value of the structure and add visual interest to a
potential historic district. It is also possible that uncovering the original historic exterior
of a building may qualify the project for historic landmarking and tax credits. The
following is guidance for the preservation of architectural detailing:
1. Preserve original architectural detailing.
a. Do not add decorative elements that cannot be documented as original.
b. Protect existing details with weather-protective finishes, such as a good coat of
paint.
c. If original details are covered, expose them, and incorporate them into the
renovation design.
d. Repair damaged details. Of special concern is what to do in a renovation scheme
where details are missing. In some cases, a portion of the ornamentation remains
from which copies can be made. In other situations, all is missing. Where feasible,
these should be replaced.
2. Replace ornamentation where it is known to have once existed.
a. Use remaining portions of details as models if they exist. Also, refer to old
photographs for information. Attention to proportion and detail is essential.
b. If cannot determine what originally existed, a simplified ornamentation similar to
those on similar, local buildings would be appropriate.
c. Don’t misrepresent history by creating ornate details when no evidence of such
detailing exists.
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Where no evidence of elements such as railings, columns or eave trim exists, new
designs may be substituted if they maintain the traditional proportions that
original elements would have had.
3. Simplified modifications may be appropriate where historic elements have already
been lost. Simplicity and restraint should be used to avoid detracting from the
characteristically simple lines of Buena Vista’s historic structures.
I.

Materials
Primary structures in Buena Vista were traditionally covered in horizontal, lap wood siding
(clapboard) or brick. Accessory structures were covered with board and batten siding or
horizontal lap wood siding. In general, retaining original materials is preferred. Some
replacement may occur but should be a low percentage of overall structure. The
following is guidance for the use of materials in alterations:
1. Replacement materials should appear similar in character to those used historically
when they cannot be the same.
a. Substitute materials may be used for replacing individual structural elements if
the need can be substantiated and it is not the structure’s primary material. An
example of primary structure material is wood siding or brick.
b. If portions of masonry walls are required to be replaced, the size, color,
proportions, and finish should match the original masonry work.
c. Decorative shutters are inappropriate.
2. Original building materials should not be covered with synthetic sidings.
a. If original masonry is presently covered, consider exposing it once more.
b. Masonite, T-111, vinyl, aluminum, composition siding, pressed board, panelized
siding, stucco, or imitation bricks are not historically accurate and are thus
inappropriate replacement materials.
3. Preserve original mortar characteristics.
a. In some cases, matching the composition of the historic mortar mix may be
essential to the preservation of the brick. Modern, higher strength mortar, if used
for repairs or tuck pointing of historic masonry may result in damage to the
historic masonry work.
b. In limited quantities, stucco may be used as an exterior finish material if it already
exists on the historic structure.
4. Protect historic wood with paint, varnish, or other protective finishes.
a. Repair door frames by patching, splicing, or reinforcing them.
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J.

Window Treatment
Wood windows are encouraged on new additions to structures. Restoration of wood
windows on all structures is encouraged. Designated structures should use wood
windows for replacements, additions, and renovations. Justifications for deviations from
this guideline should be provided when required by the Town. For example, alternate
materials may be justified when the use of wood would be detrimental to other historic
preservation goals of the project. The following is guidance for the addressing windows
on structures and in additions:
1. Aluminum store front windows and aluminum clad for double hung windows may be
considered for addition to a structure.
a. Vinyl windows are not historically accurate and are thus inappropriate
replacement materials.
b. Design for addition windows should be similar in size and mass to the windows in
the designated structure. On the first floor generally there are store front, large
window openings that comprise the majority of the first-floor exterior wall on the
street side of the building. On the second-floor smaller double hung windows
normally are used. The double hung windows generally are two or three times
the height as width.
2. Wood windows are encouraged on renovations in Historic East Main.
a. Historic wood windows are generally constructed from old-growth wood;
therefore, they should be restored and weatherproofed whenever possible.
b. If historic wood windows need to be replaced, windows which emulate the size,
style and appearance of the originals are strongly encouraged.
c. For additions to designated structures, wood windows are strongly encouraged.

K.

Mechanical Equipment
Introducing a new heating and ventilating system into a structure should be planned such
that historic materials are not damaged or obscured. These systems also should not alter
the perceived historic character of a structure as seen from the public way. The following
is guidance for the installation of mechanical equipment:
1. Minimize the visual impacts of new mechanical systems.
a. Especially avoid placing mechanical and electrical equipment on the exterior of
primary, character-defining facades. When possible, consider locating mechanical
equipment inside the roof form or behind the structure to lessen its visual impact.
b. Avoid damaging historic materials in order to insert new mechanical and electrical
systems.
c. Visually screen service equipment, including transformers, dryer vents and
commercial kitchen fans or locate them out of public view. Use screen designs
that are in character with the property.
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d. Mechanical and electrical equipment should not be seen from East Main. Also
check to see that the design will comply with other Town codes.
e. Locate satellite dishes and other telecommunications equipment away from
primary, character-defining facades and screen them in an appropriate manner.
4.6

Design Guidelines for the Alteration of Designated Commercial Structures

These commercial design standards apply in addition to the general standards in Section 4.6.
A.

Typical Components of Historic Commercial Structures
The below diagram exhibits the traditional features of commercial store fronts: A large
area of display glass at the ground level, recessed entry, and an upper level of more solid
material and smaller, vertically oriented windows. Ornamental moldings often separated
the display windows from the upper levels and a decorative cornice cap the structure.
This flat parapet was a false front that concealed a gabled or flat roof. Other typical
components are shown in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Typical Historic East Main two-story commercial structure
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The following is guidance for alterations to designated commercial structures:
1. Maintain the original size and shape of the store front opening.
a. If possible, preserve the large panes of glass that were a part of the original store
front opening. These transparent surfaces allow pedestrians to see goods and
activities inside.
b. If the store front windows have been reduced in size over the years, it is
encouraged to re-establish their original dimensions. Be certain that the glass fits
within original piers or columns that may exist. These are also essential parts of
the design character that add interest and should not be obscured.
c. The important principle is to provide surfaces that encourage walking and
browsing in Historic East Main.
d. Opaque materials, such as black glass, are not appropriate in the place of display
windows, because they do not create pedestrian interest. Reflective, mirrored
glass is also not appropriate. This hides the indoor activities, creates glare on the
sidewalks and is not a historic material.
2. Maintain the store front wall at its historic position.
a. Pedestrians downtown are accustomed to having the inside edge of the sidewalk
clearly defined by a wall of store fronts, which presents interesting activities and
merchandise to the street.
b. This characteristic is an essential element of healthy downtown retailing.
3. Where feasible, preserve the glass at the sidewalk line in order to define the
pedestrian zone.
a. This is especially true if the building has historic significance because the original
glass, frame and columns may be intact.
4. Maintain recessed entries where they exist.
a. These areas provide protection from the weather and the repeated rhythm of
these shaded areas along the street helps to identify business entrances.
b. Avoid creating doors that are flush with the sidewalk.
c. If the original recessed entry has been removed, re-establishing it is encouraged.
d. Use doors with large areas of glass where feasible, these will improve the visibility
of your business to outside viewers. Using an accent color on the door is
encouraged. This will also help to lead the customers inside.
e. Center signs over the door as a way of highlighting the entrance for customers.
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Figure 4.9 Maintain recessed entries with kick plate below windows and transom above; Reestablish where missing

5. Maintain the kick plate that is found below the display window.
a. If the kick plate is missing, one option is to reconstruct the original using old
photographs as a guide. This provides for a decorative color scheme. Coordinate
the color scheme of the kick plate with other facade elements.
b. If original design information is not available, another option is to design a new,
simplified kick plate.
c. Appropriate materials are painted wood or painted metal.
6. Preserve the transom, above the display windows, if it exists.
a. The upper glass band of traditional storefronts introduced light into the depths of
the building, saving on lighting costs.
b. These bands of glass are found on many buildings and they often align at the same
height in a block. Maintaining this line will help to reinforce a sense of visual
continuity for the street.
c. When transoms are covered and the original moldings and window frame
proportions are concealed, or where the transom frame has been removed, the
impact of the store front is weakened. Restoring the transom to its original
appearance is encouraged. The purpose is to maintain the alignment of your store
front transom with others in the block. Use glass in the transom if possible. Glass
is preferred because it introduces light into the interior of your store.
d. As an alternative, use the space as a sign or decorative panel. Keep the
background a dark color, similar to the way glass is perceived. Always retain the
original shape and proportions of the opening. If the interior ceiling is now lower
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than this glass line, pull the dropped ceiling back from the window on the inside
to maintain the historic dimensions of the glass.
7. Preserve the size and shape of upper story windows.
a. Typical upper windows are vertically oriented, and usually several are uniformly
spaced along the building front. This rhythm of upper story windows is a very
important unifying feature of downtown because it is repeated on most buildings.
b. Re-opening of windows, if they are presently blocked, is encouraged. Do not block
down or expand the opening to accommodate a stock window that does not fit
the building.
8. Historically, awnings were on the north side of the street. These awnings may be
restored in accordance with the UDC.
a. The awning should fit the dimensions of the store front opening, to emphasize
these proportions. It should not obscure ornamental details. Mount the top edge
to align with the top of the transom, or to align with the framing that separates
the transom from the main display window. This will strengthen the visual
continuity of store fronts.
b. Coordinate the color of the awning with the color scheme for the entire building.
c. Operable fabric awnings may be appropriate.
d. Rough-sawn wood, plastic, shake, or asphalt shingles are not appropriate
materials for canopies. Fake mansard roofs are also inappropriate.
e. Installing lighting in awnings, so they effectively act as an internally lit sign is
inappropriate. These tend to overpower the building front at night, detracting
from display windows rather than drawing attention to interesting building
interiors.

Figure 4.10 Example of Historically Accurate Awnings
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9. Preserve original ornament and detail of the facade.
a. Architectural details add interest to downtown and are a part of the unique
identity of a structure.
b. Parapets, cornices, and window arches are examples of decorative elements
found on many buildings in Historic Buena Vista.
c. Where portions of these details have been removed, refer to photographic
evidence of the earlier condition and look for details that may have been removed
and stored to use as patterns for new designs.
d. Where exact reconstruction of details is not feasible, consider developing a
simplified interpretation of the original in which its major form and line is retained.
e. Ornamental caps or cornices at the top of the facade are especially encouraged
because they give a “finished” look to the building. When these cornices are
repeated along the street, they create an important line that should be reinforced
at every opportunity.
f. Consider emphasizing details with historic accent colors.
10. If appropriate, develop rear entrances for shared public and service access.
a. Use materials and colors that coordinate with the main facade so customers will
learn to recognize that both entrances are related to the same business.
b. Use a smaller version of the front sign to identify a rear entrance.
c. Provide minimum lighting at the rear entrance. A goal for downtown is to lower
the light intensity level of the street, especially the light spill generated from
illumination of buildings. Lighting plans should not overwhelm the street or alter
the perceived character of a designated structure.
11. Use lighting to unify the structure composition at night.
a. Coordinate lighting of the following elements: Window displays, Entrances and
Signs
b. Lighting should stay focused at the street level. Of those features that may be
illuminated, the display window lighting should remain the dominant element.
Don’t overpower this with extensive lighting on other facade elements or signs.
c. Lighting the entire building front, either with spotlights or with strings of small
exposed lights, is inappropriate. Wall washer and flood lights are not appropriate.
d. Use fully shielded, indirect light sources for all exterior lighting.
12. Balance the color and intensity of lighting among structure features.
a. High intensity discharge light is not historically accurate and is thus inappropriate.
Warm-colored lights 2500-2700 Kelvin, similar to incandescent, will more easily
draw attention to window displays.
b. All exterior lighting should be done with fully shielded cut-off fixtures. Light
trespass onto adjacent properties is inappropriate. Night sky protocol should be
observed.
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Chapter 5
Design Guidelines for All New Construction
The design principles in this Chapter are intended to guide new construction and in-fill projects
in Historic East Main. To maintain the historic nature of the Historic East Main, new construction
is encouraged to use this Chapter as guidance when undertaking a project. New construction is
discouraged from directly imitate historic structures in their entirety. Such design expression
allows the historical evolution of the area to be evident, not projecting a false sense of history.
Thus, creativity in new design that also is compatible with the design goals of the community is
especially encouraged. This philosophy is based on strongly established, accepted preservation
theory, and, in particular, is espoused by the National Park Service, the federal agency
responsible for administering programs established by the National Historic Preservation Act,
including the National Register of Historic Places.
Buena Vista features many historic structures that reflect a wide diversity of time periods and
architectural styles. This diversity of historic resources should enable creativity for in-fill projects
while maintaining compatibility of character with the historic resources on Historic East Main.
A.

Site Plan
1. Develop the site for a new structure in a manner similar to that used on Historic East
Main.
a. Orient new structure parallel to lot lines, similar to historic structure orientation.
b. Maintain the typical structure spacing pattern found on the block.
c. Where uniform setbacks are characteristic, maintain the alignment of uniformly
setback facades.

B.

Building Orientation
1. Orient the structure containing the primary use toward the street.
a. Structures should align in plan with others at the sidewalk edge.
b. Structures may be set back to preserve existing trees, to relate to residential
structures or to relate to adjacent historic buildings or view corridors.
c. Structures should be oriented to East Main Street with the long dimension
perpendicular to the street.
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Figure 5.1 The consistent alignment of structures should be maintained

2. Clearly define primary entrances.
a. For example, provide a recessed entryway on a commercial structure.
b. Entrances should be at grade level and recessed to complement existing historic
resources.
C.

Architectural Character
In context with this Chapter, the exact replication of older historic structures is strongly
discouraged. Historic structures should not be replicated because doing so blurs the
distinction between old and new buildings as well as making it more difficult to visually
interpret the architectural evolution of Historic East Main.
1. Contemporary interpretations of traditional details are encouraged.
a. These interpretations should be distinguishable as new.
b. Simplified parapets at the top of a commercial facade may be an example of an
appropriate interpretation of a traditional detail. Reference figure 4.4.
c. Decorative window shutters are an example of an inappropriate detail in that they
were not seen historically on Historic East Main.
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D.

Mass and Scale
1. New construction should appear similar in scale to historic structures found
traditionally on Historic East Main. This guideline is intended to preserve Historic East
Main’s existing historic character.
a. New construction that exceeds the height of the norm established by historic
commercial structures will minimize those structures and alter the historic
character they have established.
b. Existing structures on Historic East Main are one or two stories high.
c. New construction should not exceed 30 feet to the top of the roof and should be
a maximum of two stories high. Parapets may extend three feet above the top of
the roof.
d. Parapets on the front of a structure should be the same size or taller and be more
ornate than side parapets.
e. New development should be sensitive to traditional structure elements and their
alignment; this alignment occurs because most of the structures are similar in
height.
f. From the intersection of Court St. and Historic East Main Street to the intersection
with South Main Street, new construction may consider structure heights in excess
of 30 feet in not to exceed 35 feet to the top of any parapet. Sightlines to
resources such as the Courthouse should still be considered when planning
structure siting, mass, and scale. All other ADG should be observed in this area
with the intent of complimenting the historic character created by existing historic
resources.

Figure 5.2 New Structures adjacent to historic resources should appear similar in height to those seen historically

2. Larger structures that occupy multiple lots should be divided into multiple “modules”.
These “modules” should be expressed three-dimensionally, by having significant
architectural changes throughout the entire building.
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a. Individual “modules” should be no more than 25 feet in width (dependent on the
context of the lot width and widths of adjacent structures).
b. Individual “modules” should have a variety of heights, while respecting the
maximum height of 30 feet as explained in 5.5 above and/or fall within the
established range of the block.
c. Floor to floor heights should appear similar to those seen historically; the break in
floors should be expressed on the exterior façade using features such as display
windows, belt courses and vertically oriented second story windows.
d. The traditional spacing pattern created by the repetition of uniform building
widths along the street and alley must be maintained.
e. Where projects are planned to exceed this width, use a change in design features
to identify individual modules that suggest the traditional building widths;
changes in façade material, window design, facade height or decorative details are
examples of techniques that may be considered.

Figure 5.3 Example of a divided structure

E.

Materials
A general philosophy to use when selecting new materials is that they should have a
simple finish to ensure compatibility with existing historic resources on Historic East Main.
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1. Traditional materials are preferred, primarily brick, wood horizontal bevel or
clapboard siding.
a. New materials may be considered, but they should appear similar in character to
those used traditionally in Buena Vista for the relevant structure type.
2. New materials must have a demonstrated durability and ability to be repaired
a. Materials such as aluminum, vinyl and T-111 siding should not be used on Historic
East Main.
3. Materials should be used in a manner similar to those used traditionally.
a. Diagonal wood siding is inappropriate.
b. Wood bevel siding, clapboard and board and batten are examples of compatible
uses of wood siding.
c. Rock, stone, or block are not appropriate as primary materials; these materials
may be appropriate as accent materials (see e. below).
d. Dry-vit, EIFS and stucco are inappropriate as a primary building material.
e. Indigenous rock is an appropriate foundation or base material; when used, it
should be real stone as opposed to manufactured products.
f. Corrugated metal may be appropriate as an accent material (e.g. as installed on
the Orpheum Building)
g. Mixing primary materials on a building is inappropriate.
h. Wood should be painted or have a pigmented stain; reference Chapter 3 for
details regarding color.
i. Metal, wood, and asphalt shingles, in muted colors, are appropriate for roofs.
F.

Windows and Doors

This subsection provides specific guidance for in-fill development adjacent to existing historic
resources structures or sites.
1. Windows on the first floor are to be large store front windows with upper transoms
and wood, metal, or brick kick plates.
a. For structures on corner lots this guideline is both sides.
2. Windows on the second floor should be oriented vertically.
a. Generally, the height should be two or three times the dimension of the width.
b. Double hung windows with traditional depth and trim are preferred.
c. Sliding glass doors are not appropriate.
d. Keep windows simple in shape; odd shapes, such as triangles or trapezoids, are
discouraged.
3. Windows and doors should be trimmed with wood trim. Dimensions should be similar
to those seen on relevant historical structures.
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4. Primary street front entrance doors should be wood or be indistinguishable from
wood. Historically, these doors featured significant glass.
5. Window to Wall Ratio (Void to Solid)
a. The window to wall ratio should be similar to those seen on relevant existing
historical structures and sites.
b. Maintain the typical proportion of void to solid (window to wall) traditionally seen
on Historic East Main (e.g. ground floors are more transparent than upper floors).
G.

Roof Design
1. Roofs should be similar to those used historically as alternative designs tend to detract
from the character of existing historic structures.
a. Gable and flat roofs with false front parapets are appropriate.
b. Gable roofs should be symmetrical.
c. Gambrel, mansard, and hip roofs are inappropriate.
d. Roof ridges must be parallel with floor planes.

Figure 5.4 Example of a Gable Roof with false front

2. Roofs should be similar in scale to those used historically on comparable structures.
a. The length of a roof ridge should not exceed those seen historically on comparable
structures.
3. Shed roofs are appropriate on secondary structures and on subordinate appendages
to other structures.
a. Clerestories are inappropriate as they are not complimentary to existing historic
structures.
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4. Flat roofs are also appropriate on commercial structures.
a. Flat-roofed commercial structures should have a false front parapet and tall side
parapets.
5. Hide roof-top equipment and appurtenances behind parapet walls.
a. Parapets used for this purpose should be similar in color and texture to other
materials used on the structure.

Figure 5.5 Hide roof-mounted equipment behind parapet wall

H.

Landscape Considerations
1. Outdoor amenities that will facilitate year-round pedestrian activity are encouraged
(e.g. trees, landscaped areas, raised planters, bicycle racks and benches).
a. The amount of hard surface should not exceed that typically seen on Historic East
Main.
2. Landscape elements should be sited to preserve views along Historic East Main.
a. Locate taller elements, such as tall trees, to frame a view rather than block it.
b. Consider views of historic landmarks (e.g. the Courthouse) in addition to natural
resources when locating landscaping elements.
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Appendix A. Applicability Map
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Appendix B. Summary Historical Overview by Suzy Kelly
The following Overview provides detailed historical context for individual structures on Historic
East Main.
Buena Vista’s historic buildings, in particular, the downtown area, give a direct link to our past.
The people and businesses that started the town are exemplified in these buildings. This
downtown area was utilized by the miners, railroaders, ranchers, and farmers who were the
backbone of the town. Now the river users and visitors appreciate the ease of walking and
experiencing our town. The buildings are one or two story because the buggies, wagons and
pedestrian traffic could directly contact the businesses in this environment.
Buena Vista was incorporated on October 29, 1879. The town’s first name was Cottonwood and
later Mahonville for the Mahon family (early settlers). The name Buena Vista was picked by a
committee of citizens, including Martha Mahon, Major W. M. Kasson, and Sadie Alsina
Dearheimer. Alsina declared it should be pronounced in the English way. There were a few
trappers and traders in the area in 1854. There were settlers at the town site in 1864 and the
town had saloons, brothels, and businesses as well as small residences. The first bakery was in a
tent and many other businesses started in a tent or a log cabin.
Major Kasson formed the Buena Vista Land Company in August 1879, and it did much of the
surveying of streets and lots. This gave us the 100’ by 25’ lots, which were big enough for the
small homes that were built at this time. The Land Company dug ditches for water and built
streets and set aside public parks.
To picture the town in 1880-1920, realize that Highway 24 was not there. The road from south
and east came up on county road 313, beside the river to Court Street then it turned west on
Main St. for one block to Market Street (now Colorado Ave.) and went north out of town on
county road 371. Cottonwood Avenue had been the original center of commerce although Main
Street had some stores too. Cottonwood Avenue had a smithy, the Buena Vista Hotel, the Capitol
Hotel, a printing shop, photography shop and a livery stable. Wade and Meade’s hardware store
was on this street too. Also, the brick triangle building where Anna Calder had a dry goods store
and millinery shop.
In the election of November 1880, Buena Vista won the county seat from Granite. Because
Granite did not want to lose the county seat and they thought the election was fraudulent, they
refused to hand over the records. Buena Vista citizens took an engine and a rail car and went to
Granite, broke into the courthouse there and brought the records back to Buena Vista
Because we did not have a Courthouse the records were stored in the rock jail building, now the
Jail House Brewery on North Main Street.
The Courthouse designed by a British architect, George Edward King was built of locally produced
brick and finished on April 12, 1883, at a cost of $65,000. It served as the county seat until the
election of 1928, when the vote went to Salida. At that time, it was sold to the Buena Vista School
system. They used it until 1972-73. In 1974, Buena Vista Heritage was formed to save the
Courthouse which was sold to the Town of Buena Vista. In November 2003, the town sold the
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Courthouse to Buena Vista Heritage. Because the land the building sits on was donated with the
stipulation that it could never be owned or used for private enterprise the building had to transfer
to public or nonprofit organizations.
Town businesses expanded from tents, log cabins and false front buildings to brick buildings. Fast
spreading fires destroyed much of the original downtown. After the fire brick buildings were put
up. A fire in March 1883 destroyed both sides of Main Street and another fire in Jan 1884 started
in the Grand Park Hotel and burned two hotels that had been replaced from the previous fire.
Two large frame buildings on the Corner of Main and N. RR Street belonging to JJ Marks burned
in 1889.
Mining has been an important part of Buena Vista since the early days. The first rush of miners
came looking for gold in 1859. Most mining at this time was panning and placer mines. The town
was the supply depot for these mines. Businesses like livery stables, barbershops, general
merchandise (including mining supplies) assay offices, hotels and eateries, sawmills, smithies,
lawyers, and of course saloons and brothels sprang up. The early saloons were rough sawn
boards or tents with planks for the bar. According to some accounts at one time there were 32
saloons in Buena Vista. The first general merchandise store was built where Hi-Rocky recently
was and it was owned by Wade and Meade in 1880.
Wood buildings on Main Street which survived the fires were the Rio Grande Railroad Hospital
built in 1881, now Buena Vista Square (this is the two-story frame building on East Main recently
remodeled). The hospital was built and used until 1910. There were 10 patient rooms upstairs,
treatment rooms and the kitchen was on the west side of the first floor. On the east side of the
first floor was the Black Hills Club, a casino and bar. In 1926 this building was Wilbur’s Hotel. In
the 1950’s and 60’s it was the Buena Vista Hotel. It now houses The Blend, a chiropractor and
Sundog Company.
The small building 1879 (now Sisters Remembered and Aspen Printing) also survived the 1883
fire. It was the office of one of the first Doctors to come to Buena Vista in the 1930s, Dr. Harlan
Close.
The false front building on 331 South East, corner of Main and S. Colorado was built in 1879 and
was a saloon with dancing girls at one time. Now home to Mt. Antero Treasures. This block has
the largest percent of the old buildings on Main Street.
Beginning at the stop light facing east there are these buildings.
The stuccoed building housing Rustic Woods gifts was built in 1886. It originally had a wood front
and brick sides. It was Matzen’s Barber Shop until the U.S. Post Office was moved from the Lariat
building to this location. It was the Stage Stop Trader for 18 years a gift store. There was another
building on the west side of Rustic Woods, a barbershop and beauty parlor both torn down in the
1960’s.
Across the street is the old Texaco Station established in 1925, when Pikes Peak Ocean to Ocean
highway came through town down Court Street. The Texaco station was a distribution point for
illegal liquor during prohibition. This Texaco building was moved from its original location to
service the new Highway 24 in 1937. It is now a law office.
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The one-story brick building housing Natural Mystic Wellness was built in 1910 and was the ticket
office for the Colorado Midland Railroad. It became the Mountain Bell telephone office in 1930
and remained the office till the 1950’s. The new phone company is now behind and West of this
building. The building was a Cash and Carry Grocery store until the 1960’s. Then for 12 years it
was the Red & White store, a five and dime and then it was the 5-10 Ben Franklin store.
The brick buildings still standing and in use were constructed from 1882 until 1912. The Lariat
building was constructed in 1885 by John Smith Halsey who had a drugstore in part of the
building, and it was also JP Treloar Family Groceries & Meat Market. It later became a
confectionary and Drug Store and the 1st Post Office downtown. One side of the Lariat building
was the Pine Theater and Confectionary in the 1950’s. It was the first modern movie theater in
town.
The Town Hall building was built in 1883 and was built as a bank. It was the First National Bank.
This bank in the panic of 1929 was one of only two banks in the United States who paid back all
their investors after the crash. The First National bank president was Rice McDonald. The town
government took over the use of this building.
The Wedge-shaped building on S. Main and Cottonwood Avenue was built in 1890 and was Anna
Calder’s Millinery and Dress Shop. A balcony ran along the second floor and was accessible from
Main Street by a spiral staircase. Later after the automobile arrived, a gas pump was installed
under the front canopy. From 1950-1964, the building was the Wedge Hardware and Sporting
goods. It is now Blue Tail Technology and BV Rentals.
East across Cottonwood Avenue from the Wedge building is the Chaffee County Times office. It
was built in the 1930’s and was the White House Liquor Store. Before this building there was a
two-story Lake House Hotel, which burned from cinders from the train in 1925. This hotel
covered Centennial Street in front of the Chaffee County Times. Across the railroad tracks in the
vacant lot there was a Victorian Rio Grande Railroad Depot, which also burned in 1950-51.
On the North corner of Main and Railroad Street is the two-story brick building (now gone with
the Dogs). It is the Marks block built in 1890. It was also home of the Green Parrot Café and Bar
in 1927. This was a busy mercantile store called Dean and Brown in 1908, and they built the
addition on the north end of the building and installed the first elevator in Buena Vista. They
finished the upstairs of the building. It remained a mercantile or a grocery store until the 1970’s
when Coast to Coast went into the building. This building was built by Moses J. Marks after the
fire destroyed his first buildings. The architect for the building was J.A. Welch and it was two
stories high and had four ground floor businesses. These rooms were occupied by J.J. Marks,
clothing, C.A. Keables and Co. drugs, H. Stewart saloon and A.J. Pelta confectionary and news.
The bricks for the building and many others were made at Welch’s brick kilns south of town.
The next building at 306 is a two-story brick building now home of Pinon Realty. It was built in
1883. In 1896 a map shows it a liquor store and a clothing store on one side. It was owned by
L.E. Sheldahl and was a mercantile store and later was Everybody’s store. It was the Masonic
Lodge upstairs and has the Masonic emblem on the façade of the building.
To the east of this building is a one-story building. Once known as the Drake Building, now home
to Bone Shaker cycle. It is at 310 E Main and was in 1896 Kettle’s Meat Market. After that it was
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Kreuger Hardware. It was for many years a drugstore owned by, H.D. Shaeffer, Mr. Lollar and
later Norton Gwynn’s pharmacy.
The next building at 312 Main is one of our oldest brick buildings from 1883. It has been a clothing
store and a liquor store. Scotty Craig ran a secondhand store in the building in the 1930s. Built
in 1883, it had Dobbins’ Pool Hall for over 40 years. It is now Free the Monkey Consignment.
The building next is the Pearl Theater and was once a warehouse. Probably built in 1890s. It was
Tony’s Bar in 1890 till 1910. It is now the Pearl Theater started in 1951 and owned by John Groy.
Beyond the vacant lot is the two-story Main Hotel at 322 E. Main. It was built in 1883. It now
houses a Rebecca Faire Gift store and Country Cuts a beauty salon. The upstairs has been a hotel
and rented rooms. Next is a vacant lot.
The one-story building at 316 E. Main was built in 1879, and was a wood frame building and
housed a bakery its whole life. It was the Braun Family Bakery until they sold to the Loback family
who still owns and runs the bakery.
The next building is the brick Asian Palate at 328 Main. This was Dreyer’s Variety Store in 1952,
and then the Yankee Trader. The Central Colorado Kitchens is at 330 Main.
There were wooden buildings on this side of the street including a furniture maker and J. Doyle
an undertaker, and a delivery business. They all burned in 1883. These were where now, on the
corner of Main and N. Colorado Avenue is the large brick building housing the Trailhead and
Simple Eatery at 412 E. Main. It was built by Mel DeWitt to house his DeWitt motor Company in
1905. The basement had a large heating system and he advertised for people to store their cars
in a Steam Heated Garage in1928. It was acquired by the State of Colorado Highway Department
and used for 40 years by them. It has had a plumbing business and other businesses. The Vacant
lot to the East of the building is used for outdoor seating.
The one-story brick building housing Watershed was built by the forest service for an office. Later
it was used by the County Nurse. There is a vacant lot to the east of this building.
At the rear of the next lot is the Jail House Craft Brewery in an old jail building. This is supposedly
the jail building that the County records, taken from Granite in 1879, were stored until the
Courthouse was built. On a map of Buena Vista this spot is marked in 1896 as “Lock Up.” It was
also a stable and a carriage house. It is built of river rock and cement and has bars on the window.
The two-story brick building at 414 E. Main, to the South East of the Jail was built by John Jacobs
in 1888. It was a mercantile story on the first floor and rented rooms upstairs. In early years it
was a saloon, a warehouse, and an undertaker’s parlor. It has been different businesses over the
later years. It was known as the Webb Hotel for 30 years. It is The Village, a fair-trade gift shop
today. It is on the National Register of Historic Places. On the East side at the rear of the lot by
this building is a small brick building now used for Louis Ice Cream.
West of these buildings was the town Fire Department. The firehouse caught fire in 1934 and
burned to the ground damaging the nearby buildings. The bell in the tower rang from the heat
but the men could not save the building.
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The small one story stuccoed building (originally brick) at 420 Main was known as the Palace
Manor. It was the home of Elizabeth Spurgeon, a madam who owned the Manor in 1885. She
built an addition at the back of the house, which has been torn down. She later married a local
plumber Alphonse Enderline and ran the manor as a rooming house. When she died none of the
churches would have her funeral because of her career so Alphonse held it in their front yard.
They are both buried at our cemetery.
The house on the corner belonging to the Lambert family is now for sale. It is four lots, I believe,
and I hope we can see an appropriate building constructed to fit our historic downtown.
On the south side of Main Street at the corner of Main and S. Colorado is a brick building called
the Roastery. It is not very old. The old building that was there earlier was a two-story frame
business called Woodmen of the World. It had dances and performances and rented rooms.
The next small building, which has Rock Paper Scissors in it, was built to go with the Orpheum.
The Orpheum at 401-415 East Main is the largest single structure on Main Street after the
Courthouse. It was constructed in 1909-1910. The upstairs was the Orpheum Theater it had
theater productions and showed silent movies. The large auditorium has been used for Operas
and a basketball gym. The Buena Vista High School team practiced and played here until the
McGinnis Gym was built in 1935. The downstairs was a car garage owned by Ray Slane in the
1930s-40s. The building is on the State Register of Historic Buildings. Upstairs it is now The Loft
and has been remodeled and restored. One of the businesses downstairs is Legend Bank.
Across the street from the Palace Manor is the House Rock Kitchen 421 Main. It was built as a
hamburger ice cream restaurant in the 1960s. Next door to it is the brick building which was built
in 1959 and was the Buena Vista Post Office. It was purchased and remodeled by Grant Heilman.
It is now Re Max Realty Company.
On the East corner of Court and Main St. is the old Mountain View Motel. This building was built
to accommodate travelers on the Pikes Peak Highway which came right by the Motel. It was
probably built in the 1920s. There was another unit of rooms which has been torn down. It was
Trader Tad’s secondhand store for many years. Now it is owned by Jed Selby of South Main.
Beyond the elementary school is a large one-story building known as New Bees. It is a
secondhand shop. It was built as a lumber yard in the 1950s. It then became the secondhand
store. At this location there were two different smelters that processed ore for the mines in the
area. The Cornucopia was the first and the Morley smelter is shown in an 1899 photo. Both
burned one after the other. The slag from the smelters is seen from the baseball field. The South
Park Railroad and the Rio Grande had a combined rail line down to these smelters to haul the ore
in and out. After the smelters were gone a large sawmill was built and used by Bill Turner.
This overview of historic East Main Street and the structures give a living history of the buildings
and the owners and the value of them to the community. Visitors and Residents alike get a sense
of history and the community that this area provides.
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TOWN OF BUENA VISTA
RESOLUTION NO. 09
SERIES 2021
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA,
COLORADO, ADOPTING THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
GUIDELINES FOR HISTORIC EAST MAIN STREET
WHEREAS, the Town of Buena Vista’s Historic Preservation Regulations provide for the
adoption of guidelines by the Town Board of Trustees to assist the Historic Preservation
Commission in its decision-making;
WHEREAS, the Town’s Historic Preservation Commission has created Architectural
Design Guidelines for Historic East Main Street and recommends adoption of these guidelines by
the Board of Trustees; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees has reviewed the guidelines and finds that the
guidelines further the goal of historic preservation.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF BUENA
VISTA, COLORADO, as follows:
Section 1.
The Architectural Design Guidelines for Historic East Main Street, attached
hereto, are hereby adopted.
ADOPTED this 26th day of January, 2021.
Duff Lacy, Mayor
ATTEST:

Paula Barnett, Town Clerk
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town of buena vista
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644
MEETING DATE:

January 26, 2021

TO:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Mark N. Doering, Principal Planner

AGENDA ITEM:

An ordinance of the Board of Trustees for the Town of Buena Vista, Colorado,
amending sections of the Buena Vista Municipal Code concerning historic
preservation.

Background
With the development of the Architectural Design Guidelines that the Historic Preservation Commission
has created, amendments to Chapter 19 of the Municipal Code need to be amended to be consistent with
the terminology used in the guidelines, if adopted, and to add the use of the guidelines in voluntary review
of new construction within the area that the guidelines will apply (as shown in Appendix A of the
guidelines). The proposed changes are needed to clean up the regulations and make the use of terms
consistent throughout both the code and the guidelines. It adds language defining historic structures and
historic sites to make a distinction between something that is historic and something that is a designated
structure or site.
Budget Impact
No impact.
BOT Action
Staff and the Historic Preservation Commission recommend that the Board of Trustees review the
attached proposed changes to Chapter 19 and approve them.
Attachment A – Draft Ordinance of amendments to Chapter 19 of the Municipal Code
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TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO
ORDINANCE NO. 02
(SERIES OF 2021)
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS OF THE BUENA VISTA MUNICIPAL
CODE CONCERNING HISTORIC PRESERVATION
WHEREAS, the Town of Buena Vista Historic Preservation Commission has reviewed
and recommended for approval by the Board of Trustees, Architectural Design Guidelines for
structures and sites within the Town’s Historic East Main area;
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees has adopted the Architectural Design Guidelines for
Historic East Main Street as recommended by the Historic Preservation Commission; and
WHEREAS, the Board of Trustees desires to update certain provisions of the Code related
to historic preservation.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF
THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO, THAT:
Section 1.
The following definitions in Section 19-2 of the Buena Vista Municipal
Code are hereby amended to read as follows:
Alteration means any act or process that changes exterior architectural features of a
structure; the physical features of a site or district; additions to a structure or site; or rehabilitation,
restoration or remodeling which impacts the exterior of the structure, but does not include
demolition or partial demolition of the structure or site.
Certificate of historic appropriateness means a certificate issued by the Town showing
approval of plans alteration of any designated structure or, site or any structure in a designated
district.
Rehabilitation means the act or process of making a compatible use for a structure or site
through repair, and additions, while preserving those portions or features that convey its historic,
cultural, or architectural values.
Significant change means an alteration in the external appearance that has or is likely to
have influence or effect on the historic or architectural merit of a structure or site, including but
not limited to all activities for which a building permit is required.
Section 2.
The definition of the term “construction” in Section 19-2 of the Buena Vista
Municipal Code is hereby deleted and the following definitions are added in alphabetically order:
Historic structure means anything constructed or erected, the use of which requires
permanent or near permanent location on or in the ground, or attachment to something having
permanent location on the ground and which is at least 50 years old.
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Historic site means a location of a significant event, historic occupation or activity where
the location itself maintains historical, cultural or architectural value and significance to the
community regardless of the value of any existing building or structure, and which may be eligible
for designation pursuant to this Chapter.
Section 3.
Section 19-10 of the Buena Vista Municipal Code is hereby repealed and
reenacted as follows:
Sec. 19-10. - Duties and obligations of owners.
(a)

It shall be unlawful for the owners of designated structures, sites or contributing
structures in a designated district to allow the deterioration of the property, its
character defining features, or its surrounding environment. Landscaping must be
maintained and the property kept free from any hazardous or unsafe conditions.

(b)

Before an owner is cited for failure to maintain the designated site or structure, or
contributing structure in a designated district, the Commission shall notify the
property owner, lessee, or occupant of the need to repair or maintain, shall assist
the owner, lessee, or occupant in determining how to preserve the property, and
shall give the owner a reasonable time to perform such work, which time shall not
exceed one hundred twenty (120) days. The Commission may grant extensions of
the time period for good cause.

Section 4.
read as follows:

Section 19-11(a) of the Buena Vista Municipal Code is hereby amended to

A certificate of historic appropriateness is required for alteration, other than maintenance
and repair, on a designated structure or site. It shall be unlawful for any person to undertake
any alteration, other than maintenance and repair, without having first obtained a certificate
of historic appropriateness.
Section 5.
read as follows:
(d)

Section 19-11(d) of the Buena Vista Municipal Code is hereby amended to

The following criteria shall apply to all alterations:
(1)

(7)

*
*
*
All proposed alterations must be consistent with the U.S. Secretary of the Interior's
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties and any design guidelines
approved by the Board of Trustees.
*
*
*
Alterations shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property and
shall be undertaken in such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential
form and integrity of the historic landmark and its environment would be
unimpaired. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be
compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the
historic integrity of the property and its environment.
2
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Section 6.
Section 19-12(a) and (b) of the Buena Vista Municipal Code is hereby
amended to read as follows:
(a)

The Commission may exempt a structure or site from the requirement of obtaining
a certificate of historic appropriateness or certificate of demolition if the
Commission finds that the property owner has shown that the obtaining of a
certificate creates or would create an undue hardship.

(b)

An exemption based on noneconomic hardship may be found by the Commission
when requirement to obtain a certificate creates a situation substantially inadequate
to meet the applicant's needs because of specific health or safety issues.

Section 7.
read as follows:
(a)

Section 19-13(a) of the Buena Vista Municipal Code is hereby amended to

It shall be unlawful for any designated structure or site or contributing structure in
a historic district to be demolished without having first obtained a certificate for
demolition. If a certificate for demolition is requested on any basis other than that
of an imminent hazard or economic hardship, a certificate of demolition will not be
issued until all criteria in subsection (b) of this Section are met.

Section 8.
Chapter 19 of the Buena Vista Municipal Code is hereby amended by the
addition of a new subsection 19-18.
Sec. 19-18. – New Construction
Property owners undertaking construction of a new structure within MU-MS Mixed Use
Main Street Zone District may seek guidance and recommendations from the Commission
on the project. Any guidance or recommendations from the Commission are not binding
on the property owner.
Section 9.
Severability. If any article, section, paragraph, sentence, clause, or phrase
of this Ordinance is held to be unconstitutional or invalid for any reason, such decision shall not
affect the validity or constitutionality of the remaining portions of this Ordinance. The Board of
Trustees hereby declares that it would have passed this Ordinance and each part or parts hereof
irrespective of the fact that any part or parts be declared unconstitutional or invalid.
Section 10. Safety. This Ordinance is deemed necessary for the protection of the health,
welfare, and safety of the community.
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INTRODUCED, READ, ADOPTED AND ORDERED PUBLISHED this 26th day of
January, 2021.
THIS ORDINANCE SHALL BECOME EFFECTIVE THIRTY (30) DAYS FROM
PUBLICATION.
TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO
By: ________________________________
Duff Lacy, Mayor
ATTEST:
_________________________________
Paula Barnett, Town Clerk
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town of buena vista
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644
MEETING DATE:

January 26, 2021

TO:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Mark N. Doering, Principal Planner

AGENDA ITEM:

Cost Recovery for Town Public Improvements for the Alley in Block 21

Background
The alley in Block 21 (between Main and Cedar Streets and between South Court and Beldan Streets) of
the Original Town Plat has never been constructed, since it was platted in 1879. Development of vacant
lots along East Main Street in Block 21 has started with the approval of the South Court Social. The south
half of the block is completely developed with residential uses along Cedar Street. Staff is currently
finalizing that subdivision and the associated public improvements for the corner of Main Street and Court
Street that are needed for South Court Social. As a result of that project and the future anticipated
commercial and mixed-use development along East Main Street, the Town will install the entire alley in
that block to create access for all of the properties in the block, on both sides of the alley.
Sangre de Cristo Electric has already moved their electric power lines, at no cost to the Town, to new poles
that are installed to alley the alley to be built and is in the process of removing the power poles in the
middle of the alley. Staff has developed a plan and cost estimate (Attachments A and B) to address the
construction of the alley to meet the access and drainage requirements of the town for the Board of
Trustees and the public to review before proceeding with authorization to have the improvements built.
The town is proposing to develop the alley with 6” road base in the alley and grade the alley from south
to north to collect water into a concrete plan along the north side to drain from west to east to send water
to the Beldan Street right-of-way. Additionally, the Town will be installing sidewalks across the alley along
both Court Street and Beldan Street. Court Street will be installed to connect the existing sidewalk to the
new sidewalk being built by South Court Social, and the sidewalk along Beldan Street will be installed at
some later date when the sidewalks are built on the west side of Beldan Street. The engineer’s cost
estimate reflects those improvements. Staff sent a letter (an example is shown in Attachment C) to all of
the property owners in Block 21 (shown in Attachment D) to inform them that we will be bringing it to the
Board to discuss the improvements.
Staff is proposing to assign the cost of improvements for the alley to property owners based upon each
owner’s frontage along the alley for properties on both sides of the alley. Property owners that have more
frontage will be required to pay more, albeit at the same rate, as those with narrower lots along the the
alley. For example, those owners with a 50’ wide lot will pay twice that of those owners with a 25’ wide
lot, as they have twice the amount of alley that will provide access and drainage to their lot for the town
to maintain. Once the alley improvements are built, the Town would come back with the final cost total
for reimbursement and the collection method for the Board to approve with another separate ordinance.
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January 26, 2021
Block 21 Alley Improvements
Page 2
Budget Impact
In the short term, town will be covering the cost of improvements ($89,743.00) and collect the final costs
of the construction once it is complete to determine the final cost that the Town will collect for the actual
construction. In the long-term, those costs will be recovered from the adjoining property owners through
the recovery mechanism based upon each property owner’s frontage along the alley. Additionally, the
Town will have some long-term maintenance costs to maintain those alleys as part of its long-term
infrastructure maintenance budget.
BOT Action
Staff is seeking direction from the Board on the proposed project and method of calculation for collection
of the funds (by frontage) needed for the alley. Staff will bring back to the Board of Trustees an ordinance
to authorize the expenditure of the funds and collection method for reimbursement from the property
owners in Block 21.
Attachment A – Engineering Plans
Attachment B – Engineer’s Cost Estimate
Attachment C – Ownership Map of Block 21
Attachment D – Letter to Property Owners in Block 21
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12:04 PM 1/19/2021

BLOCK 21 ALLEY CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEER'S OPINION OF PROBABLE COST
SUMMARY OF COSTS

SUMMARY OF APPROXIMATE QUANTITIES [1011.0102]
ITEM NO.

ITEM DESCRIPTION

UNIT

QUANTITY

SY
LF
SF
SF
SF
EA
LF
SY
SY
SY
CY
LS
LS

900
404
117
351
135
1
66
72
255
1039
187
1
1

UNIT COST
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

25
45
12
10
12
1,250
4
25
15
4
25
1,425
3,250

SUBTOTAL COST
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

22,500
18,180
1,404
3,510
1,620
1,250
264
1,800
3,824
4,156
4,675
1,425
3,250

SUB-TOTAL BID SCHEDULE A =
CONTINGENCY (15%)
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION BUDGET=
DESIGN ENGINEERING (10%)
CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION (5%)

$
$
$
$
$

67,858
10,179
78,037
7,804
3,902

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST=

$

89,743

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Install 16' Wide Alley (6" Thick CDOT Class 6 Road Base)
Install 31" mountable Curb and Gutter
Install Crosspan (6" Thick Concrete)
Install Sidewalk (6" Thick Concrete)
Install Curb Cut (6" Thick Concrete)
Install Handicapped Ramp
Saw Cut Existing Asphalt Pavement
Install Asphalt Pavement (4" thick)
Install Base Course (6" Thick CDOT Class 6 Road Base)
Subgrade Preparation
Remove Existing Asphalt/Concrete, Unsuitable Subgrade
Site Survey
Construction Testing and Site Staking

01-19-2021
R:\1011 - BUENA VISTA\01_DEVELOPMENTAL REVIEW\0101 - 2020 Development Review\Task 05 - South Court Social\Alley Design\Block 21 Alley Construction - Bid Schedule, Bid Tab, Engineer's Estimate.xlsx

Town of Buena Vista
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LAV ON N E I FU LTON

108'

125'

W

S E L B Y

100.27'

MA R K W O J C I E C H O W S K I

ANDRE SPINO-SMITH

L L P
K R A S N O W

42'

JE D W S E L B Y

J E D

C E D A R S T R E E T
C O T TA G E S L L C

W
J E D

C E D A R S T R E E T
C O T TA G E S L L C

C E D A R S T R E E T
C O T TA G E S L L C

J E D

W

S E L B Y

50' 25' 25' 25' 25' 25'

BRIDGET BLOMFIELD

J

DUCKWORTH LEWIS BV LLC

S E L B Y

T I M O T H Y

JAMES EDWARD SHINGLES

L E S L I E J E A N
C H I C O I N E

LLC
STOP
BUS

K U N Z

25' 25' 25' 25' 25' 25' 25'
ROBER T M A ND ERSEN II I

75'
BV

Block 21 Ownership

CEDAR STREET
TOWNHOM ES LLC

±

25'

ANDRE SPINO-SMITH
PO BOX 981
BUENA VISTA, CO 81211-0981

25'

BRIDGET BLOMFIELD
6800 W FLOYD AVE
LAKEWOOD, CO 80227-5209

75'

BUS STOP BV LLC
PO BOX 7399
BRECKENRIDGE, CO 80424-7399

75'

CEDAR STREET COTTAGES LLC
PO BOX 5246
BUENA VISTA, CO 81211-5246

125'

CEDAR STREET TOWNHOMES LLC
19820 NACHTRIEB RANCHES RD
NATHROP, CO 81236-8774

25'

DUCKWORTH LEWIS BV LLC
701 E 8TH 1/2 ST
HOUSTON, TX 77007-1715

25'

JAMES EDWARD SHINGLES
PO BOX 3450
BRECKENRIDGE, CO 80424-3450

175.27'

JED W SELBY
PO BOX 5246
BUENA VISTA, CO 81211-5246

25'

KRASNOW LLP
PO BOX 419
BUENA VISTA, CO 81211-0419

108'

LAVONNE I FULTON
PO BOX 4530
BUENA VISTA, CO 81211-4530

25'

LESLIE JEAN CHICOINE
2524 CHAMPA ST APT 3
DENVER, CO 80205-2648

42'

MARK WOJCIECHOWSKI
5073 LAUREL AVE
BOULDER, CO 80303-2718

25'

ROBERT M ANDERSEN III
PO BOX 6596
BRECKENRIDGE, CO 80424-6596

25'

TIMOTHY J KUNZ
54 COOPER DR
DILLON, CO 80435-8442

Source: Esri, Maxar, GeoEye, Earthstar Geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and the GIS User Community

December 21, 2020
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Town of Buena Vista
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 581-1028
Fax: (719) 395-8644

January 14, 2021
Andre Spino-Smith
PO Box 981
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Re: Buena Vista Block 21 Alley Improvements

To Whom it May Concern:
The Town of Buena Vista is installing an alleyway behind your property, on Block 21 between
Cedar and East Main, connecting South Court Street to South Beldan Street.
This public improvement project is necessary for the community. The cost of the alley
installation will be determined by the Board of Trustees in an upcoming public hearing. These
costs may be borne by those property owners adjacent to the alley, as per the Municipal Code.
Individual property owners contribute to these types of public improvements projects based on
the linear footage affronting the project. In the past, the Town has requested that property owners
to contribute up front and if a property owner has not been able to, the Town has assigned a tax
lien to a property commensurate with the cost for linear footage and an interest charge, assessed
over three years.
There will be a public hearing about this project in the coming months during which the Board of
Trustees will discuss assessment and associated procedures. A preliminary meeting of the Board
of Trustees wherein the project will be introduced is scheduled for January 26, 2021, via Zoom.
The agenda and link to the meeting will be posted on the Town’s webpage (buenavistaco.gov). If
you have any questions please contact me at dtart@buenavistaco.gov or (719) 581-1028.
Sincerely,

Doug Tart
Planning Technician
Town Hall
PO Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
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DATE:

January 26, 2021

TO:

Board of Trustees

FROM:

Mark N. Doering, Principal Planner

AGENDA ITEM: A Resolution of the Board of Trustees for the Town of Buena Vista, Colorado, approving a public
improvement agreement with Fading West Homes, LLC. for the property located at
1950 McCormick Place
Staff Recommendation
That the Board of Trustees approve the Public Improvements Agreement for Fading West Homes, LLC. associated
with their new building located at 1950 McCormick Place. Approving the resolution will authorize the Mayor to
sign the agreement, allow for the document to be recorded, and allow for the installation of public
improvements along McCormick Place, McCombs Street, Gregg Drive and County Road 319 that are needed to
support the new Fading West factory building.
Attachments to the Report:
Attachment A – Draft Resolution
Attachment B – Public Improvements Agreement
Summary of Request
Staff is asking for approval of the Public Improvements Agreement for Fading West Homes, LLC. to allow for the
installation of improvements such as roads and drainage facilities along the streets mentioned above that will
support the expansion of the public improvements needed to allow for the factory and the resulting truck traffic
going to and coming from the factory site. The attached agreement will allow for those improvements to be
built. Should the project not move forward, the Town would have the ability to collect the necessary funds to
complete the installation of those public improvements. The agreement will be supported by a cash escrow and
those funds can be collected by the Town in the event that they are not installed. The escrow covers the amount
of improvements identified by the applicant’s engineer’s cost estimate and verified by the Town’s engineer.
Budget Impact
None.
Conclusion and Recommendation
If the Board of Trustees accepts the staff recommendation of the public improvement agreement for Fading
West Homes, LLC., they should approve the resolution allowing the Mayor to sign the agreement and to allow
for the agreement to be recorded.
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TOWN OF BUENA VISTA
RESOLUTION NO. 10
SERIES 2021
A RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES FOR THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA,
COLORADO, APPROVING A PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT WITH
FADING WEST HOMES, LLC FOR THE PROPERTY KNOWN AS LOT C-13,
COLORADO CENTER PUD AMENDED FINAL PLAT, FILING 1, AMENDMENT 1,
BUENA VISTA, COLORADO
WHEREAS, Fading West Homes, LLC, has submitted an application for a major site plan;
and
WHEREAS, as a condition of approval of that major site plan, the Town requires Fading
West Homes, LLC to construct and install certain public improvements and enter into a public
improvement agreement to secure Fading West Homes, LLC’s performance of its obligations
related to the public improvements.
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF BUENA
VISTA, COLORADO, as follows:
The Public Improvement Agreement, between the Town and Fading West
Section 1.
Homes, LLC, attached hereto as Exhibit A, is hereby approved.
ADOPTED this January day of 26, 2021.
Duff Lacy, Mayor
ATTEST:

Paula Barnett, Town Clerk
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PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT
THIS PUBLIC IMPROVEMENT AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is made and entered into
this _____ day of ____________, 2021, by and between the TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, a
Colorado municipal corporation having an address of P.O. Box 2002, Buena Vista, Colorado 81211
(the “Town”), and Fading West Homes, LLC, a Colorado limited liability company, having an
address of 402 E. Main Street, Buena Vista, Colorado 81211 ("Developer") (collectively the
"Parties").
WHEREAS, Developer is the owner certain real property located in the Town, more
particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and incorporated herein by this reference (the
"Property");
WHEREAS, the Town has approved Developer’s development application for the Property
and Developer’s Major Site Plan, which is attached hereto as Exhibit B, and incorporated herein by
reference; and
WHEREAS, the Town's approval of the Developer's proposed development activities on the
Property is contingent upon the express condition that all duties created by this Agreement are
faithfully performed by Developer.
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants
contained herein, the sufficiency of which is mutually acknowledged, the Parties hereto agree as
follows:
1.
Purpose. The purpose of this Agreement is to set forth the terms, conditions and fees
to be paid by Developer for development of the Property. All conditions in this Agreement are in
addition to any requirements of the Town of Buena Vista Municipal Code, state statutes and other
Town ordinances, and are not intended to supersede any requirements contained therein.
2.
Deposit and Fees. Developer shall be required to make a deposit of five percent (5%)
of the total estimated costs of the construction of the public improvements, as set forth in this
Agreement, upon execution of this Agreement and in accordance with Sec. 17-72 of the Buena Vista
Municipal Code. The deposit shall be applied to fees that are the responsibility of the Developer
pursuant to Sec. 17-72 and this Agreement. Developer shall be responsible for paying the following
fees:
a.
The actual cost to the Town for plan review, engineering review, hydrological
and surveying review prior to and during the development process, and for construction
observation, inspection and materials testing during the construction process for public
improvements, and for construction observation, inspection and materials testing and
electronic deliverable review during the warranty period for public improvements, and for
legal services rendered in connection with the development of the Property plus related
administrative fees.
b.
The cost of making corrections or additions to the master copy of the official
Town map and for the fee for recording this Agreement and any related documents with the
Chaffee County Clerk and Recorder.
1
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3.
Title Policy. Developer shall provide a title commitment for the Property. The title
commitment shall show that all property to be dedicated to the Town is or shall be subsequent to the
execution and recording of the plat, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances (other than real
estate taxes) which would make the dedications unacceptable, as the Town determines in its sole
discretion.
4.
Public Improvements. Developer agrees to complete or pay for, as described herein,
the public improvements set forth in Exhibit C, attached hereto and incorporated herein by this
reference ("Public Improvements") subject to Sections 5 and 6 hereof and in accordance with the
Final Site Plan.
5.

Construction.

a.
All Public Improvements shall be installed and completed at the expense of
Developer, and dedicated or conveyed to the Town upon the Town's acceptance thereof.
The estimated cost of the Public Improvements is set forth in Exhibit D, attached hereto and
incorporated herein by this reference (the "Estimated Costs").
b.
The Town may make reasonable engineering observations at Developer's
expense. Observation, acquiescence in or approval by any inspector shall not constitute the
approval by the Town of any portion of such Public Improvements.
c.
Developer shall provide all necessary engineering designs, surveys, field
surveys and incidental services related to the construction of the Public Improvements at its
sole cost and expense, including reproducible "as-built" drawings certified accurate by a
professional engineer registered in the State of Colorado.
6.
Completion. Except as otherwise provided above, the obligations of Developer in
Sections 4 and 5 hereof shall be performed by May 31, 2021. A certificate of occupancy shall not be
issued until such obligations have been satisfied. Proper application for acceptance of Public
Improvements shall be made in advance. Upon completion of construction of the Public
Improvements, the Town shall inspect the Public Improvements and certify with specificity their
conformity or lack thereof to the Town's specifications. Developer shall make all corrections
necessary to bring the Public Improvements into conformity with the Town's specifications.
7.
Acceptance of Public Improvements. Proper application for acceptance of Public
Improvements shall be made in advance. Upon completion of construction of the Public
Improvements, the Town shall inspect the Public Improvements and certify with specificity their
conformity or lack thereof to the Town's specifications. Developer shall make all corrections
necessary to bring the Public Improvements into conformity with the Town's specifications.
8.
Maintenance. Developer shall be responsible, at Developer’s costs to maintain all
Public Improvements until such improvements are fully accepted and conveyed by the Town.
9.
Warranty. Developer shall warrant any and all Public Improvements which are
conveyed to the Town for a period of two (2) years from the date the Town grants preliminary
acceptance of the Public Improvements. Developer shall be responsible for scheduling the necessary
inspections for preliminary acceptance. Specifically, but not by way of limitation, Developer shall
warrant that:
2
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a.

The title conveyed is marketable and its transfer rightful; and

b.
All Public Improvements dedicated or conveyed are free of defects in
materials or workmanship for a period of two (2) years, as stated above.
10.
acceptance.
11.

Ownership. All Public Improvements shall be conveyed to the Town upon final
Performance Guarantee.

a.
To secure the construction and installation of the Public Improvements,
deposit the amount of One Hundred and Thirty-Four Thousand Seven Hundred and NinetySeven Dollars and Twenty-Five Cents ($134,797.25) pursuant to the Performance Escrow
Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit D (“Performance Guarantee”). The Performance
Escrow Agreement must be executed and funds deposited prior to commencement of the
Public Improvements.
b.
The purpose of the Estimated Costs is solely to determine the amount of
security. No representations are made as to the accuracy of these estimates, and Developer
agrees to pay all costs of the Public Improvements for which it is legally obligated,
regardless of the Estimated Costs.
c.
The Estimated Costs may increase in the future. Accordingly, the Town
reserves the right to review and adjust the Estimated Costs at the time a building permit is
issued and annually if the Public Improvements have not been completed. Adjustments shall
be made according to changes in the Construction Costs Index as published by the
Engineering News Record. If the Town adjusts the Estimated Costs, the Town shall give
written notice to Developer. Developer shall, within thirty (30) days after receipt of said
written notice, provide the Town with a new or amended Performance Guarantee in the
amount of the adjusted Estimated Costs. If Developer fails to provide a new or amended
Performance Guarantee, the Town may exercise the remedies provided for in Section 12
hereof; provided, however, that prior to increasing the amount of the Performance Guarantee,
the Town shall give credit to Developer for all Public Improvements which have actually
been completed, so that the amount of the Performance Guarantee relates to the cost of
required Public Improvements not yet constructed.
e.
If the Public Improvements are not constructed or completed within the
period of time specified by Section 6 hereof, the Town may draw on the Performance
Guarantee to complete the Public Improvements. If the Performance Guarantee is to expire
within fourteen (14) calendar days and Developer has not yet provided a satisfactory
replacement, the Town may draw on the Performance Guarantee and either hold such funds
as security for performance of this Agreement or spend such funds to finish the Public
Improvements or correct problems with the Public Improvements as the Town deems
appropriate.
f.
Upon preliminary acceptance, the Performance Guarantee shall be reduced to
the amount of fifteen percent (15%) of the total actual cost of construction and installation of
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such phase of Public Improvements. The reduced Performance Guarantee shall be held by
the Town until expiration of the two (2) year warranty period. .
12.
Nuisance Conditions. Developer shall prevent the existence of any nuisances by way
of its construction activities, as nuisances are defined by the Buena Vista Municipal Code. If the
Town determines that a nuisance exists, Developer shall be subject to the provisions of the Buena
Vista Municipal Code regarding the abatement of nuisances and the cost assessed therefor. If the
nuisance is not abated or an abatement plan is not submitted to the satisfaction of the Town, the
Town may, upon thirty (30) days' notice under this Agreement, draw upon the Performance
Guarantee to pay the cost of abating the nuisance, including any expenses and penalties incurred
under the Buena Vista Municipal Code. The Town may exercise this right in addition to, or in lieu
of, the withholding of permits or certificates of occupancy. The decision to draw on the
Performance Guarantee shall be within the sole discretion of the Town.
13.

Indemnification.

a.
Developer hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Town, its
officers, employees, agents or servants from any and all suits, actions and claims of every
nature and description caused by, arising from or on account of any act or omission of
Developer, or of any other person or entity for whose act or omission Developer is liable,
with respect to construction of the Public Improvements; and Developer shall pay any and all
judgments rendered against the Town as the result of any suit, action or claim within the
scope of the indemnification provision contained in the prior clause, together with all
reasonable expenses and attorney fees incurred by the Town in defending any such suit,
action or claim.
b.
Developer shall pay all property taxes on the Property dedicated to the Town
accrued as of the date of dedication, and shall indemnify and hold harmless the Town for any
property tax liability.
14.

Breach.

a.
If Developer breaches this Agreement, the Town may take such action as
permitted or authorized by law, this Agreement or the ordinances of the Town, as the Town
deems necessary to protect the public health, safety and welfare. The remedies include, but
are not limited to:
i.

The refusal to issue any building permit or certificate of occupancy;

ii.
The revocation of any building permit previously issued under which
construction directly related to such building permit has not commenced, except a
building permit previously issued to a third party;
iii.
A demand that the security given for the completion of the public
improvements be paid or honored; and
iv.

Any other remedy available at law or in equity.

4
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b.
Unless necessary to protect the immediate health, safety and welfare of the
Town, or to protect the interest of the Town with regard to security given for the completion
of the public improvements, the Town shall provide Developer thirty (30) days' written
notice of its intent to take any action under this Section, during which Developer may cure
the breach and prevent further action by the Town.
c.
The rights and remedies of the Town under this Agreement are in addition to
any other rights and remedies provided by law. The expiration of this Agreement shall in no
way limit the Town's legal or equitable remedies, or the period in which such remedies may
be asserted, for Public Improvement work negligently or defectively performed.
d.
Should this Agreement become the subject of litigation to resolve a claim of
breach by Developer and a court of competent jurisdiction determines that Developer was in
breach of this Agreement, Developer shall pay the attorney fees, expenses and court costs of
the Town.
15.
Waiver. In executing this Agreement, Developer waives all objections it may have
concerning defects, if any, in the formalities whereby it is executed, or concerning the power of the
Town to impose conditions on Developer as set forth herein, and concerning the procedure,
substance and form of the resolution adopting this Agreement. Developer expressly agrees that the
Town cannot be legally bound by the representations of any of its officers or agents or their
designees, except in accordance with the Buena Vista Municipal Code and the laws of the State of
Colorado.
16.
Modification. This Agreement shall not be modified, except by subsequent written
agreement of the parties hereto.
17.
Integration; Annexation Agreement. This Agreement and any attached exhibits
constitute the entire agreement between Developer and the Town.
18.
Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto and their respective heirs, successors and assigns.
19.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined to be void by any
court of competent jurisdiction, such determination shall not affect any other provision hereof, and
all of the other provisions shall remain in full force and effect. It is the intention of the parties hereto
that if any provision of this Agreement is capable of two constructions, one of which would render
the provision void, and the other which would render the provision valid, then the provision shall
have the meaning which renders it valid.
20.
Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the
State of Colorado, and any legal action concerning the provisions hereof shall be brought in Chaffee
County, Colorado.
21.
Assignment. There shall be no transfer or assignment of any of the rights or
obligations of Developer under this Agreement without the prior written approval of the Town,
which may be withheld in the Town’s sole discretion; except that this Agreement and Developer’s
rights hereunder may be assigned by Developer in whole, but not in part, to a company wholly
owned by Developer. In the event of an assignment as permitted herein, the assignee shall assume
5
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full responsibility for fulfilling the remaining obligations of Developer under this Agreement, and
shall execute an acknowledgement of this responsibility in the Town’s favor. Failure of the assignee
to execute such an acknowledgement shall result in Developer being jointly and severally liable with
the assignee for the remaining obligations under this Agreement.
22.
Recordation. This Agreement shall be recorded in the real estate records of Chaffee
County and shall be a covenant running with the Property.
23.
Title and Authority. Developer expressly warrants and represents to the Town that,
together with the undersigned individuals, that the undersigned individuals have full power and
authority to enter into this Agreement. Developer and the undersigned individuals understand that
the Town is relying on such representations and warranties in entering into this Agreement.
24.

Third Parties. There are no intended third-party beneficiaries to this Agreement.

WHEREFORE, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on the day and year first
above written.
TOWN OF BUENA VISTA
____________________________________
Duff Lacy, Mayor
ATTEST:
_______________________________
Paula Barnett, Town Clerk
DEVELOPER

Print Name
Title
STATE OF _______________

)
)
COUNTY OF _________________ )

SS.

This instrument was acknowledged before me on this___ day of __________, 2021, by
_____________________
, as
of
________________________.
Notary Public; Commission No.
My Commission Expires:
(SEAL)

6
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EXHIBIT A
LEGAL DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY

Lot C-13, Colorado Center PUD Amended Final Plat, Filing 1, Amendment 1, as recorded at
Reception Number 459293 in the records of the Chaffee County Clerk and Recorder.

7
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EXHIBIT B
SITE PLAN

The official Town approved Fading West Site Plan, signed August 31, 2020 containing 26 pages,
dated 8/22/2019 and stamped by the project engineer on 4/20/20 as kept on file with the Town
Planning Department.

8
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EXHIBIT C
PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS

The public improvements are shown in the Town-approved Fading West Site Plan, signed
August 31, 2020 containing 26 pages, dated 8/22/2019 and stamped by the project engineer on
4/20/20 as kept on file with the Town Planning Department at Town Hall.

9
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EXHIBIT D
COST ESTIMATES

The official Fading West Commercial Building Engineer’s Cost Estimate from Dowl Engineering,
stamped by Dan Quigley on 4-8-20 and approved by the town of Buena Vista on 4-22-20 as shown
on the following one page and kept on file with the Town Planning Department at Town Hall.

10
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EXHIBIT A
FADING WEST COMMERCIAL BUILDING
Public Improvements Agreement
Engineer's Estimate of Probable Cost

4/8/20

ITEM#

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

QUANTITY

TOTAL

UNIT COST

1

Excavation (cut material)

CV

180

$

10.00

$

1 800.00

2

Unclassified Embankment <Fill)

CV

100

$

15.00

$

1 500.00

3

Rip Rap (Native rock)

CV

30

$

55.00

$

1 650.00

4

12-inch Pre-cast DuraTrench drain

LF

110

$

100.00

$

11 000.00

5

18-inch Pre-cast DuraTrench drain

LF

103

$

150.00

$

15 450.00
8100.00

6

CDOT Class 6 Aaareaate Base Course

CY

180

$

45.00

$

7

CDOT Class 6 Aaareaate Base Course (McCormick Place)

CV

130

$

45.00

$

5 850.00

8

Hot Mix Asphalt (Gradina SX) (PG64-22)(75 avrations)

Ton

180

$

130.00

$

23 400.00

9

Hot Mix Asphalt (Gradina SX) (PG64-22)(75 avrations)(McCormick Place)

Ton

120

$

130.00

$

15 600.00

10

4-faot Concrete V-oan

LF

30

$

65.00

$

1950.00

LF

50

$

30.00

$

1 500.00

2 500.00

$

5 000.00

15.00 $
175.00

10 065.00

11

12-inch CMP Culvert

12

Backflow oreventer for ootable/irriaation connection

EA

2

$

13

Extended Detention Basin

CY

671

$

14

Relocate exisitna sians (stop and street siQns)

EA

4

$

15

Erosion Control

LS

1

$

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST
15% Continaencv
TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

04-22-2020

13 650.00

$700.00
$13 650.00

town of buena vista
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P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644

DATE:

January 26, 2021

TO:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Michelle Stoke, Town Treasurer

AGENDA ITEM: Quarterly Financial Status and Update – Q4, 2020

Request
A request is being made for the trustees to review the quarterly financial status report.
Overview
Per the BOT adopted Policy Governance approach, the town treasurer is subject to quarterly
financial reports. The goal is for the treasurer and the BOT to have a quarterly dialog about how
actual financial results compare to budget regarding revenues, expenditures and expected
reserves as set forth in the financial policy. The next report is scheduled for April 27, 2021.
Analysis
-Sales Tax revenue generated through November 2020.
-The sales tax report includes collections attributable to January through
November 2020. To date, total 2020 Sales Tax is $3,685.137.46 which is
$504,298.68 (15.85%) higher than the same period in 2019. Jan-Nov is $335,146.11
(13.16%) more than the 2020 budget for the same period.
Please refer to the Treasurer’s Report for the information regarding Local v
Remote sales tax results through November.

-Balance Sheet for all funds as of 12/31/2020
-Assets for all funds total $19,028,886.43 which includes $9,435,365.87 in net
fixed assets in the Water and Airport Funds
-Liabilities for all funds total $2,413,071.03
**Please note: GAAP accounting principles does not list long-term debt in
governmental funds. The 2012 Sales Tax Revenue Bonds are not listed
here but have a remaining 12/31/2020 balance of $2,340,000 which
should be factored in for a full representation of fiscal health.
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-Fund Balance report as of 12/31/2020
-The fund balance report is attached showing each fund status as of 12/31/2020.
The report shows restricted, committed, and unrestricted reserves for the year to
date for each fund. Two new funds will be added in 2021.
-The Marijuana special revenue fund was formed to give clarity to the amount and
usage of the special tax which passed on the November 2020 ballot.
-The Incident Response fund was formed to take the place of the Wildland
Department. Due to the sporadic nature of revenue and expenses derived from
this activity, staff wanted to separate it from the General Fund to give greater
transparency to each.
-Investment Register
-The attached Investment Account activity register shows all activity for 2020.
Current Holdings total $3,223,958.17. The account has earned $45,183.35 in
interest in 2020.
-Budget to Actual
-All of Town’s Funds remained within 2020 Budget parameters. The shortfall in
the Conservation Trust Fund was covered by fund balance. Once budgeted
transfers were made Staff decided not to do a year end budget adjustment
I have attached the related Budget report.
Policy Alignment
Quarterly financial reports are consistent with the Policy Governance Doctrine the BOT adopted
and are part of measuring the performance of the town administrator.
BOT Action
Review reports and give feedback on progress.

Attached
Sales tax Chart
Balance Sheet-all funds
Fund Report
Investment Register
Q4 Budget to Actual Report
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Correction $116,076
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Jul
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286,518

280,346

242,730

214,725
236,306

189,059
200,024

370,893

309,255
339,596

269,950
306,698
442,984

395,503
426,488

2019

321,013
313,475

2018
400,772
436,263

500,000

265,877

400,000

208,036

450,000

332,312
362,375
393,253

2017

315,692
345,640

287,377

221,149
245,168
264,671
295,075

170,199
195,240
214,261
228,453

204,813
217,602
225,927
244,787

263,149

350,000
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169,333
189,782
202,768
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Town of Buena Vista Sales Tax Collected
2020
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450,000

400,000

350,000
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250,000

200,000

150,000
150,000

100,000
100,000

50,000
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-
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Balance Sheet--All Funds
Town of Buena Vista
As of 9/30/2020

01 - General
Fund
Asset
CASH
INVESTMENTS
RECEIVABLES
ACCRUALS AND PREPAIDS
INVENTORIES
FIXED ASSETS
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIATION
NET INVESTMENT IN FIXED ASSETS
Total Assets
Liability
PAYABLES
DEPOSITS
DEFERRALS AND ACCRUALS
DEBT
Total Liabilities
Equity
Beginning Fund Balance/Equity
Add Revenue
Less Expenditures
Total Equity and Current Surplus
Ending Fund Balance 12/31/2018

2,326,053.92
405,121.14
11,972.49
15,541,687.07
(7,258,223.46)
(8,283,463.61)
2,743,147.55

60,672.85
347,407.30
(73.09)
408,007.06

02 - Water
Enterprise Fund

03 - Capital
Improvement
Fund

1,793,335.47
3,223,958.17
621,951.66
(10,546.30)
81,586.38
10,753,161.51
(4,455,655.18)
12,007,791.71

41,433.53
125,130.44
166,563.97

50,999.32
92,711.68
11,743.93
1,837,162.00
1,992,616.93

4,555.50
4,555.50

35 - Street Fund

386,691.08
76,598.97
21,567.64
484,857.69

-

04 Conservation
Trust Fund

06 Stormwater
Enterprise
Fund

07 - Airport
Enterprise Fund

9,636.16
9,636.16

220,214.09
6,593.46
226,807.55

(95,412.98)
181,714.68
(9,494.01)
175,414.57
10,250,413.80
(7,112,554.26)
3,390,081.80

-

-

7,891.54
7,891.54

Total

4,681,951.27
3,223,958.17
1,417,110.35
13,499.82
257,000.95
36,545,262.38
(18,826,432.90)
(8,283,463.61)
19,028,886.43

124,119.21
440,118.98
11,670.84
1,837,162.00
2,413,071.03

2,319,891.43
5,606,463.54
(5,591,214.48)
2,335,140.49

9,346,038.00
1,635,786.29
(966,649.54)
10,015,174.75

122,239.33
423,976.18
(384,207.04)
162,008.47

296,735.92
633,639.14
(445,517.37)
484,857.69

24,203.80
24,432.36
(39,000.00)
9,636.16

189,047.66
71,751.52
(33,991.63)
226,807.55

3,306,990.99
781,359.84
(706,160.57)
3,382,190.26

15,605,147.13
9,177,408.87
(8,166,740.63)
16,615,815.37

2,743,147.55

12,007,791.68

166,563.97

484,857.69

9,636.16

226,807.55

3,390,081.80

19,028,886.40
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2020 Fund Balances
As of 12/31/2020
2020 Consolidated Fund Balance Summary
For period 1/1/2020 through 12/31/2020
Fund

General Government Funds
General Fund
Capital Improvement
Fund
Special Revenue Funds:
Conservation Trust Fund
Street Fund
Enterprise Funds:
Airport Fund
①
Water Enterprise Fund
①
Stormwater Enterprise
Fund
Totals:

Estimated
Ending Fund
Balance as of
12/31/2020

Available
Resources as of
9/30/2020

Expenditures as
of 12/31/2020

Interfund
Transfers Out

7,986,765
546,216

-5,169,140
-384,207

-451,603

2,366,022
162,008

32,251

56,454

0

-39,000

17,454

296,736

358,393

655,129

-235,698

419,431

169,131

684,360

950,491

-706,161

244,331

3,048,532

1,623,375

4,671,906

-966,650

3,705,257

189,048

71,752

260,799

-33,992

226,807

6,169,781

8,467,376

15,127,760

-7,495,847

Begnning
Balance

Revenues as of
12/31/2020

Interfund
Transfers In

2,319,891
122,239

5,666,873
30,373

393,603

24,204

97,000

490,603

-490,603

7,141,311

TABOR
Reserve

170,006

Restricted for
Debt Service

-73,602

27% Reserve Per
Board of Trustees

-1,530,056

Unrestricted Fund
Balance as of
12/31/2020

932,370
162,008

17,454
②

419,431

244,331
-149,373

②

3,555,884
226,807

170,006

① Water and Airport Fund Balances shown are calculated without regard to fixed assets to show the cash and near cash fund balances.
Water Fund Net Assets $6,297,506.33
Airport Fund Net Assets $3,137,859.54
② All debt servicing has been paid at 12/31/2020 and is inherent in the expenditures for the fund.
③ This amount will become the beginning balance of the new fund "Incident Response"

③Restricted for
Loan Covenant
Fire Equipment
Reserve
(estimated)

-149,373

-73,602

0

-1,530,056

5,558,286
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Fund
Account:
Account #:

Water Fund
Pershing/ProEquities
1110, 1111

Short Description:
Updated Through:
Reconciled By:
Normal Balance:

This account tracks Bond Market Value and Bond Interest
12/31/2020
Mstoke
DEBIT
MM
Water
02-1110
$ 18,298.30
1,855.51
$ 20,153.81

Beginning G/L Balance
Net Change
Ending G/L Balance
Balance Per Detail
Variance

20,153.93
(0.11)

Bonds
Water
02-1111
$ 2,714,844.43
509,113.74
$ 3,223,958.17

Total
$
$

3,223,958.50 $
(0.33)

2,733,142.73
510,969.25
3,244,111.98
3,244,112.43
(0.45)

Detail Support for Balance:

Source of Detail: Monthly ProEquities Statements and Confirmations on Trades
Date
Description
Quantity
02-1110
Balance Forward
18,298.30
1/16/2020
Money Market Interest
12.25
1/31/2020
Market Adjustment
2/18/2020
Money Market Interest
13.10
2/29/2020
Market Adjustment
3/20/2020
Money Market Interest
9.36
3/31/2020
Market Adjustment
4/29/2020
Bond Interest
9,753.75
4/30/2020
Money Market Interest
0.16
4/30/2020
Bond Interest
3,437.50
4/30/2020
Market Adjustment
4/30/2020
Redeemed 912828K58
500,000.00
4/30/2020
Purchase FMC4981712
(502,300.29)
5/27/2020
Bond Interest
4,725.00
5/29/2020
Money Market Interest
0.25
5/30/2020
Market Adjustment
6/9/2020
Bond Interest
5,312.50
6/30/2020
Money Market Interest
0.31
6/30/2020
Market Adjustment
7/15/2020
Redeemed
517,000.00
7/22/2020
Purchased
(501,971.50)
7/31/2020
Money Market Interest
1.22
7/31/2020
Market Adjustment
8/31/2020
Money Market Interest
0.46
8/31/2020
Market Adjustment
9/30/2020
Money Market Interest
0.45
9/30/2020
Market Adjustment
10/27/2020
Transfer from CPB
446,897.35
10/28/2020
Purchase FMCC5059747
(501,190.50)
10/29/2020
Bond Interest
9,753.75
Bond Interest
2,125.00
10/30/2020
10/31/2020
Money Market Interest
0.41
10/31/2020
Market Adjustment
11/27/2020
Redeemed
500,000.00
11/27/2020
Bond Interest
4,725.10
11/27/2020
Purchase FNMA5076251
(501,762.78)
11/27/2020
Market Adjustment
12/9/2020
Bond Interest
5,312.50
12/31/2020
Money Market Interest
0.28
12/31/2020
Market Adjustment
TOTALS

$20,153.93

02-1111
2,714,844.43
5,824.97
16,304.19
17,882.99

(4,288.79)
(500,000.00)
502,300.29

2,149.31

(1,887.67)
(517,000.00)
501,971.50
(3,065.47)
(2,070.00)
(2,455.00)
501,190.50

(7,131.50)
(500,000.00)
501,762.78
(1,999.78)

(374.25)
$3,223,958.50

Total
2,733,142.73
2,733,154.98
2,738,979.95
2,738,993.05
2,755,297.24
2,755,306.60
2,773,189.59
2,782,943.34
2,782,943.50
2,786,381.00
2,782,092.21
2,782,092.21
2,782,092.21
2,786,817.21
2,786,817.46
2,788,966.77
2,794,279.27
2,794,279.58
2,792,391.91
2,792,391.91
2,792,391.91
2,792,393.13
2,789,327.66
2,789,328.12
2,787,258.12
2,787,258.57
2,784,803.57
3,231,700.92
3,231,700.92
3,241,454.67
3,243,579.67
3,243,580.08
3,236,448.58
3,236,448.58
3,241,173.68
3,241,173.68
3,239,173.90
3,244,486.40
3,244,486.68
3,244,112.43
3,244,112.43
$3,244,112.43

Jan Balance
Feb Balance
Mar Balance

April Balance

May Balance

June Balance

July Balance
August Balance
September Balance

October Balance
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Budget Report

Group Summary

Town of Buena Vista

For Fiscal: 2020 Period Ending: 12/31/2020

Original
Total Budget

Current
Total Budget

Period
Activity

Fiscal
Activity

Variance
Percent
Favorable
(Unfavorable) Remaining

Revenue Total:

4,222,543.58
30,950.00
45,770.00
35,500.00
36,400.00
11,900.00
88,000.00
51,200.00
13,500.00
1,500.00
510.00
8,000.00
750.00
6,350.00
97,670.00
4,650,543.58

4,690,291.58
30,950.00
45,770.00
288,500.00
36,400.00
11,900.00
150,500.00
51,200.00
13,500.00
1,500.00
510.00
8,000.00
750.00
6,350.00
97,670.00
5,433,791.58

865,507.87
10,693.00
3,077.00
0.00
1,000.00
0.00
218,397.33
3,068.87
-270.00
2,723.25
30.00
0.00
0.00
40.00
0.00
1,104,267.32

4,569,351.93
39,821.00
20,020.77
42,739.08
6,729.79
3,181.68
745,659.75
45,736.95
5,502.00
35,190.99
720.00
12,237.67
0.00
41,140.00
38,431.93
5,606,463.54

-120,939.65
2.58 %
8,871.00
28.66 %
-25,749.23
56.26 %
-245,760.92
85.19 %
-29,670.21
81.51 %
-8,718.32
73.26 %
595,159.75 395.45 %
-5,463.05
10.67 %
-7,998.00
59.24 %
33,690.99 2,246.07 %
210.00
41.18 %
4,237.67
52.97 %
-750.00 100.00 %
34,790.00 547.87 %
-59,238.07
60.65 %
172,671.96
3.18 %

Expense Total:

44,730.10
18,875.00
147,635.98
72,655.47
274,062.43
234,904.35
37,038.10
370,124.00
154,283.51
1,210,167.60
17,900.00
471,149.95
40,500.00
264,739.85
32,042.78
500.00
478,588.72
32,572.83
352,611.84
3,250.00
323,432.14
4,581,764.65

44,730.10
18,875.00
147,635.98
72,655.47
274,062.43
234,904.35
58,725.10
888,842.00
174,283.51
1,218,167.60
17,900.00
471,149.95
103,000.00
264,739.85
32,042.78
500.00
478,588.72
32,572.83
352,611.84
3,250.00
323,432.14
5,212,669.65

5,215.30
7,687.00
15,135.93
4,475.54
24,374.22
16,433.59
2,674.84
479,842.32
9,008.54
75,924.14
2,780.11
28,536.39
50,874.41
47,089.95
2,453.30
0.00
36,334.46
5,336.19
29,841.66
244.76
20,179.00
864,441.65

43,867.91
12,649.27
99,821.62
52,274.52
322,358.06
240,190.51
45,160.82
821,560.83
166,300.89
1,128,591.28
24,118.41
530,587.24
748,458.06
334,229.43
24,578.59
22.47
465,352.35
27,944.15
249,678.22
5,066.14
247,796.68
5,590,607.45

862.19
6,225.73
47,814.36
20,380.95
-48,295.63
-5,286.16
13,564.28
67,281.17
7,982.62
89,576.32
-6,218.41
-59,437.29
-645,458.06
-69,489.58
7,464.19
477.53
13,236.37
4,628.68
102,933.62
-1,816.14
75,635.46
-377,937.80

1.93 %
32.98 %
32.39 %
28.05 %
-17.62 %
-2.25 %
23.10 %
7.57 %
4.58 %
7.35 %
-34.74 %
-12.62 %
-626.66 %
-26.25 %
23.29 %
95.51 %
2.77 %
14.21 %
29.19 %
-55.88 %
23.39 %
-7.25 %

Fund: 01 - General Fund Surplus (Deficit):

68,778.93

221,121.93

239,825.67

15,856.09

-205,265.84

92.83 %

1,114,483.69
463,000.00
0.00
1,577,483.69

1,229,033.69
463,000.00
0.00
1,692,033.69

76,929.71
7,000.00
0.00
83,929.71

1,194,934.12
439,652.17
1,200.00
1,635,786.29

-34,099.57
-23,347.83
1,200.00
-56,247.40

2.77 %
5.04 %
0.00 %
3.32 %

666,681.34
100,850.00

666,681.34
100,850.00

70,933.92
5,350.19

613,284.52
85,078.09

53,396.82
15,771.91

8.01 %
15.64 %

Departmen…
Fund: 01 - General Fund
Revenue
100 - General Government
120 - Town Clerk
125 - Municipal Court
150 - Public Support
210 - Police Department
230 - Fire Department
235 - Incident Deployment
310 - Planning (Development)
320 - Community Center
410 - Public Works
415 - Street Maintenance
510 - Parks Department
515 - Rodeo Grounds
520 - Cemetery
550 - Recreation Department
Expense
110 - Mayor & Board of Trustees
115 - Elections
120 - Town Clerk
125 - Municipal Court
130 - Town Administrator
135 - Financial Administrator
140 - Town Hall Operations
150 - Public Support
160 - Information Technology
210 - Police Department
220 - Public Safety Complex
230 - Fire Department
235 - Incident Deployment
310 - Planning (Development)
320 - Community Center
330 - BVTV - Public Access Television
410 - Public Works
415 - Street Maintenance
510 - Parks Department
520 - Cemetery
550 - Recreation Department

Fund: 02 - Water Enterprise Fund
Revenue
710 - Water Distribution Operations
730 - System Development Capital Improvement
740 - Water Debt Service
Revenue Total:
Expense
710 - Water Distribution Operations
715 - Treatment Plant Operations

1/21/2021 5:37:03 PM

Page 1 of 4
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Budget Report

For Fiscal: 2020 Period Ending: 12/31/2020
Variance
Favorable
Percent
(Unfavorable) Remaining

Original
Total Budget

Current
Total Budget

Period
Activity

Fiscal
Activity

Expense Total:

0.00
731,675.00
111,780.00
1,610,986.34

0.00
846,225.00
111,780.00
1,725,536.34

0.00
148,145.33
0.00
224,429.44

8,298.75
165,094.58
94,893.60
966,649.54

-8,298.75
681,130.42
16,886.40
758,886.80

Fund: 02 - Water Enterprise Fund Surplus (Deficit):

-33,502.65

-33,502.65

-140,499.73

669,136.75

702,639.40 2,097.27 %

Revenue Total:

118,500.00
387,299.00
615,748.00
0.00
1,121,547.00

381,563.00
0.00
81,375.00
0.00
462,938.00

354,603.00
0.00
39,000.00
0.00
393,603.00

356,981.18
0.00
66,495.00
500.00
423,976.18

-24,581.82
0.00
-14,880.00
500.00
-38,961.82

6.44 %
0.00 %
18.29 %
0.00 %
8.42 %

Expense Total:

0.00
113,000.00
0.00
50,000.00
8,000.00
611,560.00
512,000.00
4,000.00
27,500.00
1,326,060.00

0.00
166,000.00
200,000.00
50,000.00
0.00
48,650.00
67,250.00
4,000.00
27,500.00
563,400.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4,960.00
1,065.50
9,923.24
15,948.74

1,031.65
11,930.24
200,000.00
27,385.00
0.00
55,150.36
48,117.82
1,117.83
39,474.14
384,207.04

-1,031.65
154,069.76
0.00
22,615.00
0.00
-6,500.36
19,132.18
2,882.17
-11,974.14
179,192.96

0.00 %
92.81 %
0.00 %
45.23 %
0.00 %
-13.36 %
28.45 %
72.05 %
-43.54 %
31.81 %

Fund: 03 - Capital Improvement Fund Surplus (Deficit):

-204,513.00

-100,462.00

377,654.26

39,769.14

140,231.14

139.59 %

Revenue Total:

40,000.00
40,000.00

40,000.00
40,000.00

7,818.17
7,818.17

32,250.53
32,250.53

-7,749.47
-7,749.47

19.37 %
19.37 %

Expense Total:

39,000.00
39,000.00

39,000.00
39,000.00

39,000.00
39,000.00

39,000.00
39,000.00

0.00
0.00

0.00 %
0.00 %

Fund: 04 - Conservation Trust Fund Surplus (Deficit):

1,000.00

1,000.00

-31,181.83

-6,749.47

-7,749.47

774.95 %

Revenue Total:

68,000.00
68,000.00

68,000.00
68,000.00

6,051.90
6,051.90

71,751.52
71,751.52

3,751.52
3,751.52

5.52 %
5.52 %

Expense Total:

115,036.00
115,036.00

115,036.00
115,036.00

0.00
0.00

33,991.63
33,991.63

81,044.37
81,044.37

70.45 %
70.45 %

Fund: 06 - Stormwater Enterprise Fund Surplus (Deficit):

-47,036.00

-47,036.00

6,051.90

37,759.89

84,795.89

180.28 %

Revenue Total:

408,500.00
210,500.00
370,000.00
989,000.00

408,500.00
210,500.00
390,000.00
1,009,000.00

12,653.10
98,345.00
0.00
110,998.10

249,660.66
181,699.18
350,000.00
781,359.84

-158,839.34
-28,800.82
-40,000.00
-227,640.16

38.88 %
13.68 %
10.26 %
22.56 %

Expense Total:

228,950.00
338,222.87
420,889.00
988,061.87

228,950.00
338,222.87
420,889.00
988,061.87

150.00
29,723.63
0.00
29,873.63

11,959.02
337,743.18
356,458.37
706,160.57

216,990.98
479.69
64,430.63
281,901.30

94.78 %
0.14 %
15.31 %
28.53 %

Fund: 07 - Airport Enterprise Fund Surplus (Deficit):

938.13

20,938.13

81,124.47

75,199.27

54,261.14

-259.15 %

Departmen…
720 - Infrastructure Maintenance & Replacement
730 - System Development Capital Improvement
740 - Water Debt Service

Fund: 03 - Capital Improvement Fund
Revenue
100 - General Government
415 - Street Maintenance
510 - Parks Department
520 - Cemetery
Expense
140 - Town Hall Operations
210 - Police Department
230 - Fire Department
310 - Planning (Development)
410 - Public Works
415 - Street Maintenance
510 - Parks Department
515 - Rodeo Grounds
550 - Recreation Department

Fund: 04 - Conservation Trust Fund
Revenue
590 - Conservation Trust Fund
Expense
590 - Conservation Trust Fund

Fund: 06 - Stormwater Enterprise Fund
Revenue
900 - Stormwater
Expense
900 - Stormwater

Fund: 07 - Airport Enterprise Fund
Revenue
810 - Airport Cost of Goods Sold
830 - Airport Operational Support
850 - Airport Capital Improvements
Expense
810 - Airport Cost of Goods Sold
830 - Airport Operational Support
850 - Airport Capital Improvements

1/21/2021 5:37:03 PM

0.00 %
80.49 %
15.11 %
43.98 %

Page 2 of 4
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Budget Report

For Fiscal: 2020 Period Ending: 12/31/2020
Current
Total Budget

Period
Activity

Fiscal
Activity

Revenue Total:

504,457.46
13,000.00
517,457.46

504,457.46
13,000.00
517,457.46

130,929.78
0.00
130,929.78

630,013.71
3,625.43
633,639.14

125,556.25
-9,374.57
116,181.68

24.89 %
72.11 %
22.45 %

Expense Total:

487,225.00
487,225.00

487,225.00
487,225.00

20,358.88
20,358.88

445,517.37
445,517.37

41,707.63
41,707.63

8.56 %
8.56 %

Fund: 35 - Street Fund Surplus (Deficit):

30,232.46

30,232.46

110,570.90

188,121.77

157,889.31

-522.25 %

Report Surplus (Deficit):

-184,102.13

92,291.87

643,545.64

1,019,093.44

Departmen…
Fund: 35 - Street Fund
Revenue
100 - General Government
415 - Street Maintenance
Expense
415 - Street Maintenance

1/21/2021 5:37:03 PM

Variance
Favorable
Percent
(Unfavorable) Remaining

Original
Total Budget

926,801.57 -1,004.21 %

Page 3 of 4
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Budget Report

For Fiscal: 2020 Period Ending: 12/31/2020

Fund Summary
Fund
01 - General Fund
02 - Water Enterprise Fund
03 - Capital Improvement Fund
04 - Conservation Trust Fund
06 - Stormwater Enterprise Fund
07 - Airport Enterprise Fund
35 - Street Fund
Report Surplus (Deficit):

1/21/2021 5:37:03 PM

Original
Total Budget

Current
Total Budget

Period
Activity

Fiscal
Activity

Variance
Favorable
(Unfavorable)

68,778.93
-33,502.65
-204,513.00
1,000.00
-47,036.00
938.13
30,232.46
-184,102.13

221,121.93
-33,502.65
-100,462.00
1,000.00
-47,036.00
20,938.13
30,232.46
92,291.87

239,825.67
-140,499.73
377,654.26
-31,181.83
6,051.90
81,124.47
110,570.90
643,545.64

15,856.09
669,136.75
39,769.14
-6,749.47
37,759.89
75,199.27
188,121.77
1,019,093.44

-205,265.84
702,639.40
140,231.14
-7,749.47
84,795.89
54,261.14
157,889.31
926,801.57

Page 4 of 4
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town of buena vista
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644

DATE:

January 26th, 2021

TO:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Phillip Puckett, Town Administrator

AGENDA ITEM:

Town Administrator Report

Key Dates
Topic

Date & Time

Location

Telthorst Development & Annexation
Proposal

Tuesday, February 9th,
6 pm

Zoom

Board Advance Strategic Planning

Saturday, February
20th, 9 am – 2 pm

Community Center

Update from BV Municipal Court – Judge,
Prosecutor, Clerk

Tuesday, February 23rd,
6 pm

Zoom

Recreation Department Work Session

Tuesday, March 9th, 6 pm

Zoom

BV School District
Staff is working with school administration on several topics in 2021, including:
• Review School Resource Officer (SRO) program – Admin and Police Chief met with School
Admin and staff to review what’s working, opportunities for improvement and 2021 goals for
the SRO program. This meeting was a productive time, and we firmly believe this is an important
program that should continue. Currently, the Town and School have an equal share of the SRO
cost.
• School Impact Fee in Lieu – municipalities and school districts are in the process of updating this
calculated fee in lieu of land dedication collected at the time of building permits or subdivision.
This fee in lieu is set by the School, collected by the Town, and is intended to help the school
acquire land for future facility needs.
• Development concept on the school-owned “arch lots” north of Main Street. Chaffee
Community Foundation has put together an idea that would provide space for school
administration, pre-K, childcare and attainable housing units. A meeting is set for Feb 3rd to
discuss these ideas with Town staff.
• Town Admin and Police Chief will attend the Feb 22nd School Board meeting to update & discuss
these topics.
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Street Lighting Plan
Thanks to everyone who has provided input on the test lighting at Beldan & Cedar St. Overall, thoughts
are positive about this warmer hue, LED downcast street lamp. For the next steps, staff will work with
Sangre de Cristo on a plan to replace the existing lamps throughout town (this does not include
decorative street lights or overhead cobra lights). We are hopeful for a grant through Sangre for all or
some of the cost. If Sangre can schedule the work for 2021, this will likely involve a budget adjustment.
Water
Thank you for the work session on the potential Water Dedication Fee. This is a challenging issue to seek
a solution. Staff appreciate your questions and pondering possible best-case scenarios. The Planning and
Zoning Commission ought to be visiting the policy recommendation during its next meeting and the
trustees soon after that.
Staff is considering applying for a three-day workshop with the Sonoran Institute, Growing Water Smart.
The hope would be to include local players on the Cottonwood Creek. It is not clear yet that we would
get enough interest from these other players. If we do participate, this will be the third week in May
and would require a team of 5-7 people. One of the key people must be an elected official. We are
wondering if any trustee would like to play this role. The dates of the workshop are the 20, 25 and 27 of
May. Applications are due the second week of February. There would be no cost to the town or
participants. Staff will come back to the Board if we do pursue this or look for another opportunity.
Information Technology
Workstation replenishment is underway as part of the annual replacement program. The Data Center
upgrade capital project is scheduled to start late March and wrap up early April.
Airport Advisory Board
The Airport Advisory Board has asked if a Trustee would be interested in serving as a liaison. They meet
at 8:30 am on the 3rd Tuesday of each month. Please let me know if you have any interest.
Thank you for your attention to my report. Please let me know if you have questions.

Phillip Puckett, Town Administrator
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town of buena vista
P.O. Box 2002
Buena Vista, CO 81211
Phone: (719) 395-8643
Fax: (719) 395-8644

DATE:

January 26,2021

TO:

Mayor and Board of Trustees

FROM:

Michelle Stoke, Town Treasurer

AGENDA ITEM: Treasurer’s Report

Transparency Website:
https://www.cleargov.com/colorado/chaffee/town/buena-vista
Total Sales Tax for October:
Sales tax for the month of October came in at $339,596.43:
Oct 2019
Actual

Oct 2020
Budget

Oct 2020
Actual

Percent
growth over
2019

Percent
excess over
2020 Budget

Year to Date
Budget
surplus

$309,255.07

$310,299.94

$339,596.43

9.81%

9.44%

$354,299.02

Sales tax for the month of November came in at $286,518.21:
Nov 2019
Actual

Nov 2020
Budget

Nov 2020
Actual

Percent
growth over
2019

Percent
excess over
2020 Budget

Year to Date
Budget
surplus

$242,729.60

$212,301.09

$286,518.21

18.04%

34.96%

$428,516.14

Town Sales Tax Remote v Local Data:
The following chart shows a comparison of town local sales taxes for 2019 and 2020 and lists
the percent change between them for each month so far this year.
2019

Jan
107,295

Feb
136,747

Mar
195,845

Apr
155,956

May
195,853

Jun
275,610

Jul
307,623

Aug
289,565

Sep
259,951

Oct
188,560

Nov
151,208

Dec

YTD
2,264,213

2020

155,335

179,728

160,159

129,854

179,464

273,891

310,777

302,422

277,047

222,980

168,838

2,320,495

Change
%

7.79%

31.43%

-18.22%

-16.74%

-8.37%

-0.62%

1.03%

4.44%

6.58%

18.25%

11.66%

2.49%
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Likewise, this chart shows the comparison and growth of remote town sales taxes for 2019 and
2020 with the percent change for each.
2019

Jan
13,158

Feb
12,008

Mar
15,568

Apr
18,809

May
21,691

Jun
24,947

Jul
28,848

Aug
42,837

Sep
38,877

Oct
34,314

Nov
32,187

Dec

2020

44,939

31,355

33,516

34,144

40,873

49,526

46,633

43,759

43,824

41,286

47,293

457,148

Change
%

241.53%

161.12%

115.29%

81.53%

88.43%

98.52%

61.65%

2.15%

12.72%

20.32%

46.93%

61.40%

Town Expenditures:
Since the December 8, 2020 report the Town has issued:
• 210 accounts payable checks for a total of $561,746.36
• ACH withdrawals to the IRS, FPPA, CCOERA and Colorado Department of Revenue for
pay periods since 12/08/2020 was $138,421.05
• Net payrolls were $225,613.35 for three regular payrolls and several Wildland payrolls
•

The breakdown by Fund for AP and payroll-related check disbursements plus the ACH
payments is as follows: (Note that not all expenditures are expenses since some are
reimbursements or withholding from employees’ gross payroll)
o General Fund $ 399,418.39
o Water Enterprise Fund $ 219,844.93
o Capital Improvement Fund $ 15,948.74
o Stormwater Enterprise Fund$
0.00
o Airport Enterprise Fund $ 44,596.47
o Street Fund
$ 20,358.88
o TOTAL
$ 700,167.41

Expenditures Over $2,000.00
-ACA Products Inc for $11,905.94 for Asphalt, Concrete and Road Base for Streets projects
-APEX Inspection & Consulting for $6,454.50 for NACE inspections for the Water Fund
-Atmos Energy for $2,546.17 for November natural gas billing
-Davenport Group for $2,858.00 for computers and monitors
-Hoffmann, Parker, Wilson & Carberry for $8,370.38 for October legal billing
-McFarland Oil for $3,043.12 for October fuel billing
-RG and Associates for $15,595.25 for October engineering fees
-Swiftwater Solutions for $3,297.50 for On-Call engineering & ORC
-W.S. Darley & Co. for $2,892.27 for Tools and Equipment for Wildland equipment
-CEBT for $45,479.30 for December health insurance premiums for employees
-Delta Dental for $3,420.30 for December dental insurance premiums for employees
-Ascent Aviation for $2,000.00 for December lease on jet refueler
-Bristlecone Tree Care for $6,800.00 for four hazardous tree removals
-Chaffee County Community Foundation for $11,745.38 for Coronavirus relief fund contribution
-Core & Main LP for $4,500.00 for goods for resale for water fund
-Front Range Winwater Works Co. for $2,628.53 for goods for resale for water fund
-Janet Moser for $3,800.11 for reimbursement for hotels for Wildland response
-L.N. Curtis & Sons for $2,414.08 for gas detector and extinguisher for Wildland department

YTD
283,244
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-Pinnacol Assurance for $5,002.00 for 1st of 9 installments of Worker Comp insurance premiums
-RG and Associates for $2,424.25 for Standards and Specifications
-S&S Unlimited for $11,565.00 for asphalt patching & paving prep
-WBS Coatings Inc for &136,765.00 for the water tank re-coating project
-Ascent Aviation Group for $15,017.11 for 7577 gallons of Jet A fuel
-Chaffee County Community Foundation for $12,968.20 for Coronavirus relief fund contribution
-Dirt Candy Designs for $9,040.50 for trail building and midland parking lot connection
-Heart of the Rockies Regional Medical Center for $2,792.36 for January rent payment for police
building
-Sangre de Cristo Electric Association for $11,962.37 for November electricity billing
-Wright Water Engineers for $6,823.33 for monthly water engineering regarding well #4
-Hoffmann, Parker, Wilson & Carberry for $5,188.60 for November legal billing
-CEBT for $49,775.85 for January health insurance premiums for employees
-Chaffee County for $15,950.00 for BV share of recycling costs
-Colorado Municipal League for $3,065.00 for membership dues for 2021
-Delta Dental for $3,516.06 for January dental insurance premiums for employees
-Atmos Energy for $3,965.15 for December natural gas billing
-Buena Vista Tool and Equipment for $2,331.90 for forklift rental for third party
-Chaffee County Clerk & Recorder for $7,687.00 for BV costs for the 2020 general election
-Electric Power and Process, Inc for $9,350.00 for replacement VFD for Water Department
-McCoy & McCoy for $3,490.00 for BV Town side Trail signs
-RG and Associates for $13,478.76 for November engineering fees
-Swiftwater Solutions for $3,301.25 for On-Call engineering
-USA BlueBook for $2,486.23 for supplies for the water department
-Omnigo Software for $4,127.40 for report exec direct for police department
-Ascent Aviation for $2,000.00 for January lease for jet refueler

This concludes my report.
I will entertain questions at this time.
Michelle Stoke, CPA
Treasurer/Finance Director
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Planning Department
Monthly Report
December 2020
Planning:
Building Permits:

1
0
1
1
1

New Residential Permits Issued
New Residential ADU Permit Issued
Residential Remodel/Addition
New Commercial Permits Issued
Commercial Remodel/Additions

CO’s Issued:

9
0

Residential
Commercial

Planning Permits:

1
2
1

Shed
Fence
Sign

Other Reviews:

1
0

Minor Subdivision
Site Plan Review

2020 Year to Date (as of 12/31/20)
51 New Residential Dwelling Unit Building Permits Issued
7
New Residential Accessory Dwelling Unit Building Permits Issued
1
New Residential Triplex Building Permits Issued
1
New Residential 5-Plex Building Permits Issued
4
Attached Apartment Units within a Commercial Building Permits Issued
0
Individual Duplex Dwelling Unit Building Permits Issued
70 Total Residential Units Permits Issued
Other Items:
1. Planning Commission:

Beginning water regulations discussions

2. Historic Preservation:

Architectural Guidelines, Historic plaques ordered, Saving Places Conference

3. Site Plans Submitted:

None in December

4. Site Plans Pending:

Crum Apartments – 315 S Evan Street for 6 multifamily units
The Farm Subdivision, Phase 2 – approved by P&Z on January 20, 2021

5. Subdivisions Submitted: 108 E Sterling Avenue and 301 N Highway 24 – Replat of 2 lots
6. Subdivisions Pending:

Block 34, Amendment No. 1 – combining 2 lots into 1
Block 21, Amendment No. 2 – combining 3 lots into 1
Block 3, Amendment No. 2 – Combining 3 lots into 1

7. Special Use Permits:

None

8. Technical Manual:

Developing Specifications for Planning and Engineering Submittals

9. Other items:

Potential annexation proposal – 15750 County Road 306 – Work Session 2/9/21

Submitted by: Mark N. Doering, Principal Planner
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AGENDA
FOR THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
OF THE TOWN OF BUENA VISTA, COLORADO
February 9, 2021
Work Session at 6:00 PM – Telthorst Development Annexation Opportunity
Virtual Regular Meeting at 7:00 PM
(Meeting will not be held at the at the Buena Vista Community Center)
To participate in Public Comment and/or Public Hearings you must connect to the video conference.
Conferencing Access Information: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88075048459 Password: 971317
Listen via phone at 1-301-715-8592
Meeting ID: 880 7504 8459 Password: 971317
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MAY TAKE ACTION ON ANY OF THE FOLLOWING AGENDA
ITEMS AS PRESENTED OR MODIFIED PRIOR TO OR DURING THE MEETING, AND
ITEMS NECESSARY TO EFFECTUATE THE AGENDA ITEMS
I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

ROLL CALL

III.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV. AGENDA ADOPTION
The Board approves the agenda at the start of the meeting including modifications.
V.

CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of matters that are routine in nature that require review and/or approval, i.e. minutes and reports.
(Professional Service Agreements (PSA) that exceed $25,000.00 require the Consent Agenda to be
approved by a Roll Call vote)
A. Minutes
1. Board of Trustees Regular Meeting – January 26, 2021
2.
3.
4.
B. Police Chief Report
C. Fire Chief Report

VI.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Citizen participation where the public can sign up prior to the start of the meeting in order to speak during
public comment. Three minutes for matters not on the agenda or for agenda items not scheduled for Public
Hearing. Enter your name, address, and subject to be discussed in the Zoom Chat box, or when Mayor
Lacy asks for Public Comment, click the raise hand button in the webinar control panel, or by phone press
*9, and the meeting host will prompt you to unmute when it is your turn to speak. Or you may email the
information to bvclerk@buenavistaco.gov. Neither Town Board nor Town staff should be expected to
respond to matters raised in the Public Comment segment of Board meetings. Nevertheless, Board
members will always retain the right to ask questions of the speaker and to respond then or at a later time
to remarks made by any citizen.

VII.

STAFF REPORTS
1. Town Administrator
2. Town Treasurer
3. Recreation Director

This Agenda may be Amended
Posted at Buena Vista Town Hall, Post Office, and www.buenavistaco.gov on Friday, February 5, 2021
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4. Public Works Director
5. Airport Manager
VIII.

BUSINESS ITEMS
A. Public Hearing – Block 21 Alley Cost Allocation
(Estimated time - xx minutes)

B.

Employee Handbook
(Estimated time - xx minutes)

C.

Update from Chaffee County Building Department
(Estimated time – xx minutes)

D.
(Estimated time – xx minutes)

E.
(Estimated time – xx minutes)

F.
(Estimated time – xx minutes)

G.
(Estimated time – xx minutes)

H
(Estimated time – xx minutes)

IX. TRUSTEE/STAFF INTERACTION
The Board discusses items with staff and staff can bring up matters not on the agenda.
X. EXECUTIVE SESSION
Negotiation Annexation Potential
XI. ADJOURNMENT

This Agenda may be Amended
Posted at Buena Vista Town Hall, Post Office, and www.buenavistaco.gov on Friday, February 5, 2021

